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PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Researching the Sustainability of Reform (RSR) project focused on the question of how to maintain the gains
of an initial educational change process and support continuing reform over time. Within the broader study
of sustainability, the research paid particular attention to systemwide approaches to science education reform
as well as to the role that external funds can play in initiating reforms that are sustained. The research was
conducted by staff of the Center for Science Education at Education Development Center, Inc. (EDC), in
Newton, Mass., in collaboration with staff at the Caltech Pre-College Science Initiative (CAPSI) in Pasadena,
Calif. This research was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation and was directed by Dr.
Jeanne Rose Century at EDC and Dr. Jerome Pine at CAPSI.

The goal of this study was to identify and document factors in school systems that contribute to sustained
educational change in science education. The purpose was to provide districts now engaged in improving their
science education programs and districts that are considering doing so in the future with information to help
them more strategically and effectively build an infrastructure for long-term improvement.

Specifically, this study focused on nine communities with K–6 science education programs begun from nearly
10 to 30 years ago. These communities differed in their sources of funding as well as the longevity of their
programs. This study investigated how, and the extent to which, these communities have sustained their
science education programs and the factors that have contributed to this sustainability.

Through on-site interviews and observations, surveys, case studies, and document analysis, the study
investigated the districts’ efforts in the following areas:

• Current status of the science program compared with initial goals
• System context and external conditions that have an impact on lasting change
• Strategies for achieving program goals and building district capacity to improve
• The influence of practitioner and system capacity on sustainability
• External funds as a catalyst for widespread, lasting reform

The findings of the research include nine descriptive site summaries and a cross-site report. The site
summaries were designed primarily to provide the reader with a description of the origins, implementation,
and evolution of each of the nine science programs. They also offer a brief analytic section that is designed
to provide the reader with a bridge to the cross-site report. The cross-site report draws from all nine sites to
identify common themes and recurring issues relevant to sustainability. It is primarily analytic while offering
concrete supporting examples drawn from the nine sites. The cross-site report also includes a discussion of
implications of the findings for funders, reformers, and practitioners.

Please direct any inquiries about this study to:
EDC Center for Science Education
55 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02458
617-969-7100
Dr. Jeanne Rose Century Abigail Jurist Levy
x2414 x2437
jcentury@edc.org alevy@edc.org
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study was guided by the global research question: What factors contribute to or inhibit the sustainability
of a districtwide hands-on science program? Within this broad question, the research focused on several sub-
questions: (1) What is the current status of the science education program within the system and how does
that compare with the initial goals and implementation of the program? (2) What conditions and contexts sur-
rounding a science education reform effort impact the sustainability of the reform? (3) What decisions have
practitioners made and what strategies have they used to bring about enduring change and build capacity for
continuous growth? (4) How has the capacity of the practitioners in the system and the capacity of the sys-
tem itself affected the sustainability of the reform? and (5) What is the role of external funds as a catalyst
and/or support for lasting, widespread reform? 

RESEARCH DESIGN & ANALYSIS

To answer these questions, the study utilized a multi-site case study methodology that made full use of pri-
mary and secondary data sources and accounted for the uniqueness of each community while allowing for
cross-site generalizations. The primary data was gathered using qualitative approaches including semi-struc-
tured interviews, focus group interviews, observations, and document analysis. This data was supplemented
with quantitative data collected through a survey administered to all principals and a random sample of 100
teachers at each site.

Some members of the research team had previous experience working with some sites. To alleviate bias,
researchers gathered data in sites with which they had no prior interactions. Throughout the process of ana-
lyzing data, researchers were careful to address the potential of bias as a result of their experience with
hands-on curriculum and any interactions with sites previous to this study.

SITE SELECTION

The study focused on nine school districts1 that have established an elementary science program reflecting the
standards developed by the National Research Council and the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. The districts fall into two main groups: those that began their science education reform efforts in the
1960s and early 1970s, and those that began their efforts from the mid-1980s into the 1990s. Four of the nine
communities are in the former group. Of those four, two have had enduring science education programs and
the other two had programs that were strong for a number of years, waned over time, and are currently in a
process of renewal. These communities were of particular importance to the study as they shed light on the
long-term development of science education programs and on how the “trajectories” of reform efforts vary
over many years.

The remaining five communities fall into three sub-groups: Two had funds from the National Science
Foundation that had been expended before the research began; one received funds from the National Science
Foundation that were expended immediately prior to the beginning of the research; and two initiated their sci-
ence reform efforts without significant external funding. Together, these districts represent a range of size and
geographical location as well as years of participation in reform.

1 All district and individual names are pseudonyms.
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SITE VISITS

Teams of two researchers made several site visits to each of the nine sites over two and one half years of data
collection. Each site was visited at least three times with each visit lasting two to four days. In the initial phase
of the research, researchers conducted “pre-visits” and phone interviews that enabled them to obtain an
overview of the history of the site, discuss data collection procedures, and identify important issues and addi-
tional data sources/key individuals to interview. These pre-visits allowed researchers to construct a timeline of
the science program, identify critical events in the life of the program, and identify major players both inside
and outside the district. This initial contact also included discussions of logistical issues (e.g., timing for site
visits), potential schools and classrooms to visit, and tentative scheduling of individuals to interview on-site.

Following the pre-visit, site visits typically consisted of interviews with key district personnel including the
superintendent, assistant superintendent, assessment specialist, director of professional development, director
of curriculum and instruction, budget manager, science coordinator, Title I and Federal Grants administra-
tors, mathematics and language arts subject matter coordinators, technology program director, and special
education director. In addition, researchers conducted teacher focus groups as well as interviews with key
stakeholders, such as school board members, union representatives, and community members. Researchers
also conducted a minimum of 20 observations of science instruction in at least 10 schools and conducted
interviews with the teachers observed and their principals. Researchers also observed professional develop-
ment sessions and reviewed documents on-site.

INTERVIEW AND OBSERVATION PROTOCOLS2

Interview protocols were designed to gain information about the goals/vision of the district science program,
actual classroom practice, professional development, support for teaching science, sustainability of the district
science program, and other key critical issues that had an impact on the science program or the district.
Interview protocols were adapted to the individual/group being interviewed. The interviews also explored the
factors an individual thought contributed to sustainability of the science program, what factors supported or
jeopardized the program, and what they envisioned for the future of the district’s science program. Individuals
were also given the opportunity to discuss any other issues that they thought were relevant that the interview
had not explored.

Researchers conducted observations of science classes to gain a clearer understanding of the current status of
the district science program. The objective of an observation was to obtain a “snapshot” of instruction, to
contribute to a larger understanding of the school district’s practices and goals, and to document the use of
hands-on investigation and/or inquiry methods of teaching science. Researchers normally observed an entire
science class in grades K–6 that varied in length from approximately 30 minutes to an hour depending on the
lesson. Researchers used a semi-structured observation protocol to document the structure of the lesson and
capture the teacher’s instructional strategies.

PRINCIPAL AND TEACHER SURVEYS

Researchers administered two surveys: the first to all principals in each of eight district sites and the second
to a random sample of 100 teachers in each of the eight district sites3. The purpose of the surveys was to sup-
plement the qualitative findings of the study by providing additional data on the current status of the program.

2 For a list of interviews and observations conducted at this site, see Appendix A.
3 One district, Montview, chose to abstain from participation in the survey.
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Research Methodology

These data may not accurately reflect actual districtwide practice. (For a summary of the survey data, see
Appendix B.) Survey development followed a three-step process: (1) Researchers conducted a review of other
similar instruments; (2) surveys were piloted and interviews were conducted with pilot participants; and (3) a
survey expert reviewed the surveys and provided feedback so final revisions could be made.

The surveys provided corroboration of qualitative data and helped guide future qualitative data gathering.
They were designed to answer the following questions: (1) What are the respondents’ understandings of the
current science program? (2) What importance do respondents place upon the science program and what pri-
ority does it get within the other areas? (3) What are the respondents doing to implement/support the science
program? (4) What factors are important in sustaining an effective science program? The surveys included
items about teacher/principal background and experience, school instructional practice, curriculum and mate-
rials, professional development, principal practice, teacher classroom practice, influences on science, support
for science, and sustainability of science.

For more detailed information about the methodology of this project, please refer to the cross-site report.
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 GLENWOOD LAKEVILLE HUDSON MONTVIEW  BAYVIEW 
GARDEN 

CITY 
SYCAMORE BENTON BOLTON 

SIZE  

Sq. Miles 47 76 200 800 55 800 25 15 320 

# elem. students 27,000 12,000 43,151 47,087 5,849 28,000 6,400 4,300 27,000 

# elem. schools 77 23 50 92 23 52 30 15 60 

# elem. classroom 
teachers 

1,300 778 1,630 1,978 600 1,300 300 200 1,144 

RESOURCES  

Per pupil expenditure 5,668 4,996 5,122 4,443 5,973 5,046 6,500 13,296 6,508 

Teacher starting salary $31,172 $35,573 $27,686 $25,832 $27,467 $27,718 $29,892 $34,116 $32,600 

NSF funds? yes yes yes no no no no yes yes 

DEMOGRAPHICS  

% students eligible for 
free and reduced price 
lunch 

66% 70% 41% 18% 40% 32% 65% 39% 30% 

% white 13 17 68 85 57 69 69 41 62 

% African American 18 34 3 1 12 28 12 34 9 

% Hispanic 21 45 23 11 10 0 11 14 6 

% Asian/Pacific 
Islander 

27 
(Chinese) 

4 2 3 18 0 8 10 9 

% Native American 21 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 13 

% Other 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 

OTHER 
INFORMATION 

 

Year program began 1989 1986 1974 1968 1966 1989 1988 1994 1977 

* District names are pseudonyms. 
† Figures are for years ranging from 1998–2000. During this time demographics and expenditures shifted and were calculated in a variety of ways.  
††  The Hudson site report offers the reader an additional detailed description of a classroom science lesson. 
‡  The Montview site report is unique in that it emphasizes the historical development of the program and the circumstances that influenced and shaped its evolution. 
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†
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INTRODUCTION
Hudson’s1 hands-on elementary science program was established in the
mid-1970s and guided throughout most of its long history by a committed,
politically savvy leader in a conservative and stable suburban environment.
With a small dedicated staff, Linda Lawson built Hudson’s elementary sci-
ence program slowly and deliberately until it became districtwide. As an
outgrowth of Lawson’s leadership, Hudson developed a reliable, state-of-
the-art central materials distribution center. As Hudson’s science program
has become nationally well-known and visible over the years, it has served
as a model for other districts wishing to establish similar programs. The
superintendent has always kept the program a district priority through local
funding and political support. In 1996, the district augmented district funds
by obtaining $6 million from the National Science Foundation in the form
of a Local Systemic Change grant for science, math, and technology pro-
fessional development.

Despite its strong history, the elementary science program faces significant
challenges in the coming years. Funds from the large NSF-funded program
are coming to an end just as the need for professional development is grow-
ing along with the population, and as experienced teachers are retiring. With
added pressure from the state accountability system, the district will be
stressed to keep up with existing professional development, let alone to
deepen the nature of inquiry instruction as desired.

CONTEXT

Community Overview
Hudson is a sprawling suburb close to a major city. It was founded in the
late 1800s and remained primarily an agricultural community until 1965,
when it quickly began to evolve into a small suburban city, supported by a
mix of commercial, agricultural, and tourist services. The economy has
been expanding by double digits annually for the past 15 years and the
Hudson area adds thousands of jobs each year, with growth in construc-
tion, financial services, manufacturing, and trade contributing the majority
of new positions.

Within this context of newness and economic well-being, Hudson Public
Schools (HPS) enjoys a good reputation. There are 50 elementary schools

HUDSON
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1 Any individual, organization, or corporation named in this report has been given a pseudonym.
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(K–6) with a more ethnically diverse population than the community at
large. It is 68 percent white, 23 percent Hispanic, 4 percent American
Indian, 3 percent African American, and 2 percent Asian. The percentage of
free and reduced price lunch-eligible students varies throughout the district,
with an average of about 25 percent. There are about 1,600 elementary
teachers in the district, with a comparatively low turnover rate, approxi-
mately 10 percent per year, including growth and attrition.

Budget
Hudson is not a wealthy school district, ranking below nearly all of the other
districts in the state with more than 20,000 students. The state itself is one
of the lowest in expenditures-per-pupil in the nation. Hudson has kept
administrative costs low by creating large elementary schools (around 850
students) with no assistant principals at the elementary level. The most
recent vote in favor of taxes to support the schools was in 1996.

Local Issues
Hudson has very stable, conservative roots, and administrators choose their
language carefully in talking about their science program. The implication is
that local is good; national or federal is questionable. They do not necessar-
ily call their program “inquiry science.” Rather, the learning goals for the
curriculum were articulated long ago and have been acceptable to the com-
munity, so they avoid labels that might create conflict where it does not need
to exist 

PROGRAM HISTORY AND
DEVELOPMENT 2

Linda Lawson was an exemplary elementary school teacher with endless
energy who had been using hands-on techniques to teach her students sci-
ence, as well as the other fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students in her
building. In 1972, with most of his time focused on reforming the math cur-
riculum, the district’s corrdinator of elementary math and science recruited
Lawson to help him improve the science curriculum and to help recom-
mend textbooks for adoption.

Lawson visited every school and her approach was soft-sell, deliberately
“under-promise, over-deliver.” Kit implementation was not mandatory, allow-
ing reticent teachers to do what they had done previously, while Lawson
identified the people who really wanted to do science. There was minimal
training; Lawson would visit teachers who had questions or asked for her help,
and she did some site-level training visits with very small groups.

xii Center for Science Education
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2 For a timeline of this site’s history, see Appendix C.
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By 1977, despite having almost no financial support, Lawson had managed to
scrounge up a resource center and a mode of distribution—a dilapidated
building and an old station wagon. Teachers would call with a request for a
kit, and she would bring them materials as soon as they were available.
Teachers received training on a kit before they taught it and were asked to
evaluate and make recommendations for unit revisions. Over the next decade,
most of the ESS and SCIS kits that were used in Hudson were revised to
reflect local and state standards.

Textbook money provided a portion of the funding, and money also was
pooled from other subjects that fell under the science department’s juris-
diction. The program grew by word of mouth and, by the later 1970s,
Lawson had recruited four specialists from teachers she had come to rely
on during training. These resource teachers wrote teacher guides and addi-
tional units. They provided kit-specific one-on-one training and also tried to
visit every teacher who was new to the district during the first week of
school to explain the science program to them.

In 1978, the district built a new materials center, designed by Lawson to also
provide space for the district’s professional devopment. By the early 1980s,
the science program was maturing, and with district support, was branch-
ing out into a more formalized structure with a liaison teacher in each
school. Monitoring implementation became more of a focus, and Lawson
and the resource specialists formalized the expectation that three kits per
year were to be taught at each grade level, leading to the establishment of a
core curriculum.

In 1996, the NSF “Hudson Systemic Initiative” (HSI) grant was funded
with $6 million for five years. The aim of the grant was “the improvement
of science and mathematics instruction through site-based learning com-
munities and cross-district support.” This funding contributed to the
support for three full-time science resource specialists, one liaison teacher,
and one mentor teacher in science per school, and a team of 22 “connec-
tion” teachers with professional development responsibilities.

The past five years have seen several changes in leadership and administra-
tive organization. One of the resource specialists under Lawson served as
director of the science program for a few years and then was promoted to
assistant superintendnt of curriculum and instruction. The new head of the
science program has experience in science teaching and administration both
in and outside Hudson. In 1999, the superintendent for the past 16 years
retired. A new superintendent from outside the district left after 18 months,
and the previous assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction
became the district’s new superintendent in January 2001.

Executive Summary

3 SCIS, the Science Curriculum Improvement Study, was founded at UC Berkeley in 1963 by Dr. Robert
Karplus with funding from the National Science Foundation. The study developed science curriculum
for levels K–8.

4 ESS, Elementary Science Study, curriculum kits and materials were developed by Educational
Services Incorporated (later to become Education Development Center (EDC) in Newton, MA.
Development funded by NSF and begun in 1960.



THE CURRENT PROGRAM

CURRICULUM3

The current list of kits used by HPS includes FOSS4, Insights5, STC6, and
locally developed kits. The curriculum and kits are constantly being
reworked to fit the state science standards. Most of the kits include a writ-
ing component in the form of notebooks or journals. Teachers are expected
to teach four to five science kits or units; of these, three or four are required
or “core” units, depending on the grade. Teachers are to select at least one
additional unit from a list of optional ones.7 For a complete list of core and
optional units in grades 1–6, see Appendix D. In kindergarten, the district
provides science-oriented resource materials, but they are not complete kits
as used at the other grade levels.

MATERIALS CENTER

Science kits are refurbished and distributed from the district’s materials cen-
ter. Teachers order the kits they need and specify a delivery date; each school
has a weekly delivery date, and teachers can keep kits for a maximum of nine
weeks. Eight clerks (seven full-time and one part-time) are responsible for
refurbishing the kits. In addition, the resource center relies on volunteer sup-
port recruited from retirement communities to help restock and prepare kits
for use. A bar code and software system is used that tracks orders and kit
usage (providing the name of the requesting teacher, the packing clerk’s
name, and the clerk’s direct phone number), and generates new orders for
new materials based on this information.

INSTRUCTION8

The goal for science instruction is 120 minutes per week, and teachers in this
study reported teaching science for 90–140 minutes, varying by grade level.
Some anecdotal comments and an earlier district survey suggest implemen-
tation may actually fall somewhat short of this. The RSR survey revealed
two main issues regarding science instruction: lack of time and training.
Nearly three-quarters of the teachers and principals who responded report-
ed insufficient time for teachers to prepare effective science instruction, and
half of the teachers reported that they were trained on half or less of the
curriculum they were expected to teach.

xiv Center for Science Education
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3 For an overview of the curriculum units used at this site, see Appendix D.
4 FOSS (Full Option Science System): Developed by Lawrence Hall of Science, published by Delta

Education.
5 Insights: Developed by Education Development Center, Inc., published by Kendall/Hunt.
6 STC (Science and Technology for Children): Development by National Science Resources Center, pub-

lished by Carolina Biological Supply Company.
7 Fourth and fifth grades each have four core units instead of three.
8 For a vignette of a classroom lesson in Hudson, please see the site report.
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Researchers visited 21 Hudson classrooms in 15 of the 50 elementary
schools over a two-year period. In observed lessons, teachers spent the
most time on whole classroom discussions, question-and-answer sessions,
and sharing findings with the entire group. The second most time consum-
ing activity was small-group work, usually with four to six students per
group. Students typically carried out a well-prescribed task provided by the
teacher. Introductions to the science lessons ranged from nonexistent to
extensive, and lesson conclusions were generally very brief and focused
only on the activity at hand without regard to previous or future lessons. In
a majority of the classrooms, the lesson closure was rushed, and teachers
cited time restraints as a specific impetus.

ASSESSMENT

Testing for elementary students in Hudson can stretch for four weeks or
more. Tests include district tests in science that are unburdened by signifi-
cant consequences but continued by the district for monitoring purposes.
Additionally, students are given the SAT9 tests in science, math, and reading
(grades 2–11) to satisfy state requirements. These requirements have only
been in place since the 1999–2000 school year, and results are published on
the district Web site as well as in the newspapers. Hudson has recently added
new state-developed tests in math, reading, and writing. Students who do not
pass are not to be promoted to the next grade and, eventually in grades
10–12, students must pass the test in order to graduate. School principals
may be held accountable for their students’ reaching this level, and a one per-
cent staff incentive pay will be tied to achieving the target scores.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Professional development and training has always been voluntary in
Hudson and is provided by resource teachers, liaison teachers, mentor
teachers, or “connection” teachers, who provide four types of training,
from kit-specific to science content. However, teachers new to the district
or to their grade level will not receive a kit until they have participated in
kit-specific training for their grade level. Elementary science mentor teach-
ers provide kit training to new teachers and others who desire it. In
addition, new kit training is available in regularly scheduled professional
development sessions.

Almost all the people interviewed believe there is not enough professional
development available for principals and teachers. Principals responding to
the RSR survey also reported that they would like to have more time to
attend meetings and talk to one another about science, so that they know
what to expect for classroom practice and how to support it. Through the
HSI grant, principals have been encouraged to take part in professional
development and are viewed as critical to maintaining the program’s phi-
losophy and support. Release time is a serious obstacle to professional

Executive Summary



development in Hudson. There are not enough substitute teachers in the
district to provide adequate coverage. In spring of 2000, a year prior to the
end of the HSI grant, the superintendent met with district administrators to
confirm commitments for continuing the professional development aspects
of the grant into the future to maintain the high profile of science.

DECISION MAKING AND LEADERSHIP

District-Level Leadership
Lawson developed strong relationships with her superintendents (and audi-
tors), but she also had an advantage working in a community where
superintendents have had long, successful terms; the district had had only
four superintendents in over 60 years. This stability and the close relation-
ships that existed among many administrators over the years provided the
science program with a secure base. The superintendent for over half the
life of the science program was a key source of support for the science pro-
gram, and the Hudson School Board has always been supportive of the
science program. In particular, Superintendent Michael Johnson (superin-
tendent for over half the life of the science program) and Linda Lawson
were especially helpful to the board, frequently giving presentations and
demonstrations on science.

Science Program Leadership
Lawson was undoubtedly the critical force in the creation of the Hudson
elementary science program, and she guided it very successfully until her
retirement after 23 years. Her strengths included her knowledge of science,
tremendous knowledge of effective teaching and learning, dynamic com-
mitment to her work, creative problem solving, hiring excellent staff, and her
strategies for dealing with people.

Lawson also shared science program leadership responsibilities with five dif-
ferent categories of teachers with positions that were supported by the HSI
grant, Eisenhower funds, and general district funds. Teachers in these posi-
tions tended to have a can-do attitude, and several of these teachers stayed
in the district through retirement, later serving in positions where they con-
tinued to support the science program, such as director of the NSF grant.

With the shift from central office to site-level accountability in the past few
years, teacher leadership is now a key issue for sustainability in Hudson.
Since Lawson’s retirement, there has been less administrative stability over-
all and more room for slippage in daily operations, although people generally
feel the program still works well.

xvi Center for Science Education
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RESOURCES AND SUPPORT

FUNDING

The elementary science program budget has been part of the department
budget since the program was established in the 1970s. Each year the direc-
tor of science and social sciences submits a budget request for
science/social science textbook money, which also covers health, social
studies, traffic safety, and world languages. This budget is fluid; available
money can be shifted between programs throughout the year. The director
of science has final say over day-to-day spending once the annual budget is
approved, giving him some flexibility. If he needs to make changes to the
budget, he will approach the superintendent, who might bring the desired
changes to the board of education.

District administrators tend to view external funds, like the NSF HSI grant
and Eisenhower monies, as having a minimal or insignificant impact on the
science program in Hudson. People expressed no fear that the science pro-
gram would suffer when the external funding ends, but the director of the
HSI said he was planning to write a teacher enhancement grant proposal.

COMMUNITY AND PARTNERSHIPS

There has been an ongoing connection between the local state university
and the district, though not a formal partnership, for most of the history of
the program. More recently, there is a somewhat more formal relationship
with an astronomer and university professor who is co-principal investiga-
tor on the HSI. An additional informal partnership, the Carson Delta
Project, is a consortium of business people who volunteer to assist the
schools in a number of ways, such as talking with students about appli-
caitons of science and math in various jobs.

ACCOUNTABILITY

A recent evaluation report on the HSI suggests that many teachers and
principals share the belief that math is a primary curriculum focus at the
expense of science. As a result, many teachers feel unable to include science
regularly, if at all, because they feel the need to emphasize math and read-
ing. And, as evidenced in the 1999 survey, in some cases, teachers return kits
to the materials center unused.

While the district collects data on teachers’ use of curriculum kit materials,
these data are used at the discretion of the principals, and there is little evi-
dence that it plays a major role in shaping classroom practice or the science
program. As an accountability measure, an aggregate report on kit usage at
the school goes to each elementary principal at the end of the academic
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year to use at their discretion. Some principals pass the data on to their liai-
son teachers for coaching purposes, while some use the information to
discuss kit usage with teachers across grade levels.

EQUAL ACCESS TO SCIENCE
Equity does not appear to be a topic in the foreground of discussion in
Hudson Public Schools, although the district is concerned about the issue.
The number of English-language learners and minority children is increas-
ing in Hudson, and an article by Hudson’s science program coordinator in a
leading practitioner journal describes steps taken by the district to expressly
attract and keep minority teachers.

Although all kits are shipped to all schools on a consistent and equitable
basis, there is no guarantee that all teachers are implementing the kits as
expected, or implementing them at all. In the classrooms observed, imple-
mentation of the kits varied greatly. Further, even those teachers who
desired to teach the kits struggled with the lack of time to do so.

SUMMARY
As is true with most school programs, no single circumstance wholly shapes
success or failure. In Hudson, one of the longest lived programs in this
study, success has come over time and has been the result of stability, dedi-
cated leadership, and a commitment to shared ideals. Hudson’s science
program has long been institutionalized as a valued part of the core cur-
riculum in the district, and its existence does not seem threatened by any
pending crisis. Nonetheless, it is not clear that implementation in Hudson is
any more widespread than in other districts of the study. There exists in
Hudson, as elsewhere, state test-driven pressure on teachers and principals
to worry first about literacy and math, often stealing time, attention, and pri-
orities away from science. Thus, the breadth and quality of science
classroom practices in the future might well be affected by recent changes in
leadership, impending retirements of long-term staff, literacy and math chal-
lenges to science for attention and resources, and ongoing professional
development needs at a time when external funding is ending.
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HUDSON

INTRODUCTION
Hudson1 has had a hands-on elementary science program since the mid-
1970s. Throughout its long history, the program has benefited from
monetary and political support at the district level, a clear focus on improv-
ing the educational experience for local children, and stable leadership. As
Hudson’s science program has become nationally well-known and visible
over the years, it has served as a model for other districts wishing to estab-
lish similar programs. Now, funds from their large NSF-funded program
have dwindled, and they face an obstacle to success and growth in the
future as the district continues to grow and employ more teachers.

The Hudson program was established and guided throughout most of its
long history by a committed, politically savvy leader in a conservative and
stable suburban environment. With a small, dedicated staff, Linda Lawson
built Hudson’s elementary science program slowly and deliberately until it
became districtwide. As an outgrowth of Lawson’s leadership, Hudson
developed a reliable, state-of-the-art central materials distribution center
,which is emulated throughout the country. In addition, the superintendent
has always kept the program a district priority through local funding and
political support. The program has been a budget line item since it began,
avoiding the need for external funding until the past few years.

In 1996, the district obtained $6 million from the National Science
Foundation in the form of a Local Systemic Change grant (called the
Hudson Systemic Initiative or HSI grant) to augment district funds for sci-
ence, math, and technology professional development. That grant ended in
June 2001, and no additional outside funding has taken its place.

Although the program has informal connections to local universities, there
have been no formal, long-term partnerships for most of the program’s his-
tory. A professor at the local state university, however, has collaborated with
the district extensively and was co-principal investigator on the HSI grant.

There have been a number of recent changes in district and program lead-
ership, but there is no evidence that the changes have threatened the
stability of the program. Lawson retired in 1997 and was replaced by her
preferred colleague—one of her long-term resource specialists. However,
that resource specialist was recently promoted to assistant superintendent
for curriculum, and a new director of the science program was selected
from outside the district. There have been two new superintendents in the
past three years (although only two before that throughout the life of the
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program), and some restructuring has taken place in the central office. The
school board, famous for its long-term stability and unity, is beginning to see
more contentious candidates, often committed to one issue, for the first
time in its history. And yet, science at Hudson, having been in place for
years, seems secure. Nonetheless, some pressure is coming from a strong
state emphasis on test-based accountability in literacy and math, which may
finally erode some of the base of support for inquiry-based science.

Recent demographic changes are having additional impact on the district
and the science program. As the population grows in the Hudson area, as it
has during the past 10 or 12 years, many new teachers are entering the sys-
tem as older ones retire. Possibly as a function of this demographic change,
the district has found that the science program may be weakening, particu-
larly in how teachers approach inquiry in the classroom. One focus of the
HSI grant was to develop site-based learning communities as a strategy to
strengthen instructional practices in science, math, and technology to be
more representative of true inquiry. The need to implement an inquiry
approach beyond what was described as “mechanical usage” or “recipe”
instruction, the loss of extra money for professional development, and
increased accountability measures may represent the first true pedagogical
and economic challenge for the program.

CONTEXT

Community Overview
Hudson is a sprawling suburb close to a major city. It was founded in the
late 1800s and remained primarily an agricultural community until 1965,
when it quickly began to evolve into a small suburban city, supported by a
mix of commercial, agricultural, and tourist services. The peak of its growth
came during the 1980s, as its population nearly doubled to about 400,000 in
1998. This population boom was fueled by two groups of newcomers;
retirees seeking a warm weather climate, and families leaving older, denser
urban centers seeking jobs in the young, expanding economy. The quality of
life is perceived as high in the Hudson area, and the economy has been
expanding by double digits annually for the past 15 years. Even in the recent
stale economic climate, the Hudson area adds thousands of jobs each year,
with growth in construction, financial services, manufacturing, and trade
contributing the majority of new positions.

Within this context of newness and economic well-being, Hudson Public
Schools (HPS) enjoys a good reputation. It is the largest school district in
the state with 73,000 students overall. There are approximately 43,000 ele-
mentary school students (1998–99) in 50 elementary schools (K–6). The
district also includes 13 junior high schools (grades 7–9), 6 high schools
(grades 10–12), 10 alternative schools, and one vocational-technical school.
The district serves over 200 square miles, including an urban core and a
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small agricultural area in addition to the middle class suburbs that predomi-
nate. During the 1980s when the district experienced dramatic growth, as did
its neighboring city and suburbs, it was increasing by approximately 2,000
students and two to three new schools a year. But growth has tapered off,
and it now averages a few more than 200 new elementary students a year.

Hudson’s general population is 90 percent white. The surrounding area,
including the inner city, is primarily Hispanic. The elementary school students
are more diverse than the community population at large, composed of 68
percent white, 23 percent Hispanic, 4 percent American Indian, 3 percent
African American, and 2 percent Asian. The percentage of free and reduced
price lunch-eligible students varies throughout the district, with an average of
about 25 percent.

There are about 1,600 elementary teachers in the district, with a student-to-
teacher ratio of about 24:1 in the primary grades (K–3) and 27:1 in the
upper elementary grades (4–6) in 1999–2000. There is no teacher’s union in
Hudson, however, 40 percent of Hudson’s teachers belong to the state pro-
fessional educators association, a professional group with no collective
bargaining rights. The teacher turnover rate is quite low when compared
with other districts in this study, approximately 10 percent per year, includ-
ing growth and attrition.

Hudson students tend to have very good standardized test scores, and most
students there aspire to higher education. On the SAT9 achievement test,
which is administered yearly to all students in the 2nd through the 11th
grades, scores in reading and math are consistently above the national aver-
age, ranging from the 52nd to 56th percentiles and 54th to 61st respectively.
Hudson’s college entrance exam scores also exceed state and national aver-
ages. The 1997–98 SAT average verbal score was 536 and SAT math score
was 555, compared with national averages of 505 and 512, respectively.
Nearly 80 percent of HPS graduates go on to college or technical schools.

Budget
Hudson is not a wealthy school district, ranking below nearly all of the
other districts in the state, with more than 20,000 students. The state itself is
one of the lowest in expenditures-per-pupil in the nation. During the
1998–99 school year, Hudson’s budget per pupil was $5,122 per year, with a
total budget for the district of approximately $360 million. The district’s
budget priority is students and curriculum. Hudson has kept administrative
costs low by maintaining one of the most efficient administrator-to-student
ratios in the country. It has purposefully created larger elementary schools
than many districts (around 850 students) with no assistant principals at that
level. Money is allocated to principals on the basis of the number of teach-
ers and students in each school, and they have the authority to decide how
to use it. “We believe in trust and treating people professionally,” said an
administrator who deals with the budget. The schools and district offices are
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in very good repair and look much newer than their years. Researchers often
heard from interviewees, “When Hudson does something, they do it well.”
The most recent vote in favor of taxes to support the schools was in 1996.

Local Issues
The district has received national attention over the years for several of its
programs, including its inquiry-based science program. The science program
has been recognized as one of the best in the nation by numerous media. In
addition, a national magazine ranked Hudson among the top 100 of the
nation’s public school districts, based on academic excellence and affordable
housing. And, a recent superintendent, who had served the district for over
30 years, about half of those as superintendent, was recognized by the state
for his success and was named one of the top 100 school-management
experts in North America by a professional magazine.

Hudson has very stable, conservative roots, and despite its recent growth
and ethnic diversity, it continues to be a conservative community.
Administrators there mentioned that they choose their language carefully in
talking with the public about their program. For example, one mentioned
that although the program was designed to reflect the national science stan-
dards, “We don’t talk about them much, in that context, because we have to
be careful that this is a community effort, and we speak in the context of
Hudson standards or state standards.” The implication is that here, local is
good; national or federal is questionable. Others mentioned that they do not
necessarily call their program “inquiry science.” Rather, they said, the learn-
ing goals for the curriculum were articulated long ago and have been
acceptable to the community, so they try to avoid labels that might create
conflict where it does not need to exist 

PROGRAM HISTORY AND
DEVELOPMENT 2

Early Years
The elementary inquiry science program in Hudson began informally, with
roots in other, complementary disciplines. In the late 1960s, concerned with
lagging reading scores, the school board hired a reading consultant whose
mandate was to increase reading scores (which were reported as grade level
scores) to an acceptable level. Within three years, the scores across the dis-
trict increased by two grade levels, which the district deemed acceptable.
(When asked how he accomplished such a feat, the consultant attributed his
success to an emphasis on phonics and a change in the state test.)
Encouraged by this success, the board was inspired to use a similar approach
to improve math performance districtwide.
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Jeff Winters, an educational consultant with experience in the area, was
hired full-time as the coordinator of the elementary math program. Within
a few years, the math scores were climbing. Winters also happened to have
a very good science background, including college science courses, and one
day in 1970, when the superintendent was guiding a contingent of Canadian
educators on a tour of the district, he introduced Winters as the director of
math and science. Later that day, Winters called the superintendent to ask
what he had meant about directing science. The superintendent then for-
mally asked him to be responsible for science, telling Winters that he had all
the qualifications to direct science, too, and that very little would be expect-
ed of him—that “…you know how sometimes secondary teachers will take
a trip to a conference or something and there is no curriculum level person
to sign off on that.”

Winters agreed. He would have liked to accomplish a lot in science, but his
70-hour a week commitment to math reforms precluded him spending as
much time on science as it deserved. Still, Winters convened several con-
ferences with district teachers to ascertain their needs and ideas about
science in the district. During one of the conferences, he met and was
impressed by the thoughtfulness and experience of Linda Lawson, a
teacher from a nearby elementary school. He asked Ms. Lawson to become
involved with the science program, knowing that he would need to hire
someone formally to expand and monitor whatever science program devel-
oped. In that way, Linda Lawson became the founder of record of
Hudson’s inquiry science program.

During this time—the early 1970s—Linda Lawson was an exemplary ele-
mentary school teacher with six years’ experience in Hudson, at a
low-income school with many English-language learner students. She was a
well-liked and creative woman possessed of endless energy who had been
using hands-on techniques to teach her students science. One of her famous
policies, which reflected her commitment to science, was this: If any student
had not demonstrated mastery of the week’s work in science, she would hold
class on Saturday, with mandatory attendance for those students. It was a
measure of parents’ support for her that whenever Saturday sessions were
held, the students who needed the extra work were always there. (Lawson
said that after the first session was held each year and her students realized
she was serious, the need dropped off radically.) She described the rationale
for her approach to learning and to discipline as follows:

I didn’t work with any of the NSF stuff at all. I was just pretty
ignorant in that I was separated from the science community
[at large], but I knew from my undergraduate work in science
that you had to do something in science in order to be able to
think about it….[and] there was no question that everybody
had to learn each week, because we couldn’t really start the
next week until everybody had learned what they needed to
learn this week. If we hadn’t learned it on Friday, then we
would be here on Saturday.

Program History and Development



Before coming to Hudson, Linda Lawson had led an adventurous life, hav-
ing taught secondary-level math and science for two and a half years while
in the Peace Corps. She brought some of that energy and determination to
her years as an elementary teacher in Hudson, where she had a unique
assignment. She taught her own classroom of students half the day, and
then taught fourth, fifth, and sixth graders science the rest of the day. The
schedule was organized so that she taught the same lesson three times a day
for two weeks, then repeated the same lessons with a new group of students.
In her six years as the science specialist, she taught each of the lessons 24
times, accruing a huge background of science experience when one consid-
ers that a general classroom teacher teaches each lesson once a year.

Lawson was quick to acknowledge the effect of such intense experience.
The combination of reflection time between lesson repetitions and the
opportunity to teach the same lessons to students simultaneously across
three grade levels provided her with hands-on experience in understanding
how students learn, how activities should be sequenced, and what kinds of
activities worked well with students. She also came to believe, however, that
using a science specialist to teach elementary science would not support the
type of science education reform she believed in—science that could sup-
port her students’ efforts to assimilate science in a meaningful way:

It [using a specialist] doesn’t make the way of thinking about
things in a scientific way part of all students’ day, all day long.
So that is why, even though it was a great fun way to teach, I
don’t necessarily advocate it, because it put science in a special
room, rather than science as a way of thinking.

While Linda Lawson was teaching science at her elementary school in May
of 1972, Jeff Winters discovered that it was an adoption year and that he
had one week in which to review all available science texts and decide which
book to recommend and purchase for next year’s instruction. Unfortunately,
he had been unaware of the looming deadline. So much for “not having to
do much” as science coordinator.

Winters happened to be at a meeting with Lawson’s principal the day he dis-
covered his added responsibility. During that meeting, the principal shared
with Winters his own worry about another problem—the district was about
to lose Linda Lawson. While this turn of events saddened them both,
Lawson was anxious to continue her own education—she was planning to
resign her teaching position to do a year’s residency at the regional state uni-
versity. The residency was a requirement for her to complete a doctorate in
science education, after which she planned to return overseas to continue
her teaching begun while in the Peace Corps. Jeff Winters and the principal
devised a creative solution to address the situation. On the last day of the
school year, they approached Lawson with a plan to hire her half time to
help Winters with the science program, a plan she happily accepted.
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Until this time, each school in the district developed its own program for
science. They used various textbooks, and science instruction was voluntary.
When taught at all, teachers were responsible for gathering any materials
required in addition to the textbook, usually without help from the school’s
general fund. Out of the 24 elementary schools in the district at the time,
Lawson’s school had a specialist, seven schools used SCIS3 kits and materi-
als, and three used ESS4 kits and materials. Materials for each school’s
curriculum were funded by its principal with general funds.

When Lawson and Winters asked themselves what they would like to do
with the elementary science program, both agreed they would like to use the
SCIS materials, if only they had enough money. Their attachment to
inquiry, in general, and to SCIS, in particular, grew out of fondness for a
shared mentor who was a professor at the nearby regional university. The
professor was very enthusiastic about the SCIS and ESS kits, and Lawson
was his first doctoral student. Lawson had borrowed a couple of the kits
from him and experimented with them, but had never had formal training
in using kit-based curricula. She had also seen an article about a school dis-
trict in Fairfax, Virginia, which was distributing science kits to teachers on
a rotating basis, a new idea to Lawson. Hudson already had distribution cen-
ters where teachers could come and pick up materials to teach math and art,
and it was a short conceptual leap, according to Lawson, to establishing a
science center, which would actually provide teachers with the necessary
science materials. Lawson said:

My vision was that if teachers had what they needed to teach
science, they would teach it. I was pretty naïve. I said if we
could get the stuff to teachers, then that would be all it would
take, because science is pretty easy to teach.

Lawson and Winters thought again about textbook adoption, and realized
that SCIS and ESS kits were on the state-approved adoption list along with
textbooks. If they used all of the available textbook money, and could pry
an additional $7,000 from the board, they could purchase enough kits to
provide each teacher with the necessary materials on a rotating basis, but
not enough for each teacher to have her own kits. They asked the board for
$9,000 beyond the regular textbook money to buy the kits, but the board
could offer them only $5,000. Although the money was not enough to
cover what Lawson and Winters thought was a “minimal” kit program, the
alternative was to purchase textbooks and have Lawson “run around and do
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little workshops” with teachers in order to inculcate a consistent science
program. This alternative was unacceptable to either of them. Lawson
recalled what they did next:

So we sat in his office and talked and talked and we both real-
ized that it could not be done for $5,000. We kept saying, “We
know you can’t do it for five. Yeah, we know. You can’t do it—
Yeah well, let’s do it anyway!” But that turned out to be really
good because we knew we couldn’t do it in one year…so it was
very freeing to take on a task that was absolutely impossible,
because what that meant was, whatever you did was fine, but
you could do what you could…So we bought a bunch of kits
and some books, and we chopped the covers off the books and
stuck chapters into the kits so when the teachers got their edi-
tion they had the books for outside reading…because at that
point there weren’t a lot of good trade books… 

Program Establishment
In the first year, Lawson visited every school faculty, delivering a brief talk
about what she and Winters were trying to do with the science curriculum.
Her approach was soft-sell, deliberately “under-promise, over-deliver”:

We have some kits you can use instead of your textbooks. They
are not really ready but we’ll let you use them if you’re interest-
ed, and we will train you if like; if you’re not interested, just
keep doing what you have in the past.

Teachers were intrigued. As Lawson tells it, “they sat up and listened.” Her
approach was not threatening because kit implementation was not manda-
tory. This gentle approach allowed those teachers who were unsure of their
science expertise to stay in the background, doing what they had done pre-
viously, while Lawson identified the people who really wanted to do science.
Those teachers and principals who were ready and interested in the new kit
curriculum became the eventual support structure of the program. The slow
first year’s implementation also encouraged the interested teachers to take
time to reflect on the kits and their use. Many of them made suggestions for
adaptation and improvement to the kits, which encouraged ownership and
membership in an important new curriculum development group.

Lawson’s approach was also in direct contrast to that used in other disciplines
at the time, where teachers were expected to “turn in your old books and
change. At the first of September you are going to have a new adoption.”
Such abrupt change and subsequent monitoring of implementation practice
had been the norm in the district up to this point, and, Lawson believed, fos-
tered resentment among teachers. As one former resource teacher put it,
“She didn’t cram anything down teachers’ throats.” Although Lawson’s
approach reflects her beliefs, she said it was also necessary because they sim-
ply did not have the materials or staff to support rapid districtwide change.
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The program’s first year was spent making suggestions and trying to get
teachers to just use the kits. There was minimal training, and none of it
occurred in formal workshops. Lawson would visit teachers who had ques-
tions or asked for her help, and she did a few site-level training visits with
very small groups. There was no monitoring. Winters was too busy with the
math program to do as much with science as he would have liked, but he
supported Lawson’s efforts in any way he could. He served as Lawson’s
mentor in her first two years on the job in the science program and taught
her about administrative processes such as budgeting. After two years of
their working together, however, he left Hudson to take a position in anoth-
er state, and Lawson was made acting director of science (along with social
sciences) for a year, and finally its director.

Over the first three years of introducing the program, in Lawson’s one-on-
one training sessions at the schools, she was able to steer teachers to units
that were close to their current teaching skills, or required them to stretch a
little in pedagogy and implementation skills. She reasoned that though using
kits would push teachers a little pedagogically and with their content knowl-
edge, interested teachers would learn to do it fairly quickly. Since Lawson
was implementing the program virtually single-handedly, coaching teachers
in the classroom or doing more in-depth training was just not a priority. But
seeing the teachers’ practice turn toward inquiry and students learn science
was exhilarating for her. She was particularly excited to see science as a way
to “help teachers learn how to create really good environments for kids to
be in.” By then, Lawson had fallen in love with her job and decided to stay.
“It was fun for me to try to solve the problems, and the worse the prob-
lems were, the more I would love to solve them.”

With plenty of hard work focused on training and involving more teachers,
the program grew. By 1977, Lawson had devised a “resource center” and a
mode of distribution—more accurately, an old building and an old station
wagon. Teachers who were interested in teaching science could call the
resource center and she would bring them materials as soon as they were
available. In that way, the kits would circulate from the central location to
each school. Thus, lack of materials would no longer be an excuse to avoid
science instruction. Workshops by grade level followed. Teachers received
training on a kit before they taught it and were asked to evaluate and make
recommendations for unit revisions. Over the next decade, most of the
ESS and SCIS kits that were used in Hudson were revised to reflect local
and state standards.

The budget was extremely tight. The textbook money provided a portion
of the funding, and money also was pooled from other subjects that fell
under the science department’s jurisdiction (including social studies, driver’s
education and world languages) to make up the difference. To avoid the
administrative channels and outside influence that might interfere with her
vision of inquiry and hands-on science, it became Linda’s policy to avoid
external funding. In addition to personal belief, she was just too overex-
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tended keeping up with teachers’ needs to be able to pursue outside money
with the energy required. The program grew primarily by word of mouth.
As teachers observed their colleagues teaching science, they became inter-
ested, and the number of teachers wanting to be involved grew.

A happy accident that occurred in the spring of 1977 provided a significant
boost to Hudson’s science program. One of the junior high schools inad-
vertently listed science as “optional” (it was actually required) on the menu
of classes from which sixth graders were to select their next year’s program.
There were two feeder elementary schools for this junior high, one of which
used a traditional textbook approach to science instruction while the other
school used the SCIS kits. Nearly all (96 percent) of the students from the
SCIS elementary school elected to take science as an “optional” course,
whereas almost none (4 percent) of the students from the textbook school
signed up for science. This evidence helped the district see the importance
of an elementary science program, and it increased their faith that the new
kits would have a positive effect on students.

During this time, the later 1970s, Linda asked four exceptional teachers to
become specialists—positions funded by the science budget. She recruited
the four specialists from teachers she had met and come to rely on during
training, all of whom possessed qualities Lawson sought for the growing
program including an ability to collaborate and provide leadership at their
individual sites, but more importantly, an interest in inquiry and kit-based
curricula. The science specialist positions involved teacher training and kit
revision. The science staff realized that the more teacher-friendly the man-
uals were, the more teachers would use them, the less training was required,
and the more the students would experience science. So the resource teach-
ers started writing guides for the teachers. They also wrote additional
curriculum units that were not commercially available at the time. They vis-
ited teachers at the schools, four resource teachers for 40 schools, providing
kit-specific one-on-one training. Resource teachers also tried to visit every
teacher who was new to the district during the first week of school to
explain the science program to them. One of the resource specialists during
that time described the response of these teachers:

[One of the new teachers] came from Texas because her hus-
band was transferred here, and she was very disappointed to
leave the district there. She said, “I had such a good relation-
ship with my principal.” I explained the program to her and she
said, “I can’t believe this.” She said, “I was so fortunate in
Texas that the principal allowed me to buy things at the store so
I could do activities with my students.” She said, “Here you are
telling me I am going to get a kit and it has everything in it. I
don’t have to go to the store!” She couldn’t believe it and felt
she had just died and gone to heaven.

As the program grew, Linda Lawson realized that her station wagon and old
building could no longer suffice. In 1978, her problem was either compli-
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cated or solved for her, depending upon one’s interpretation. That year, the
superintendent, who knew about the building’s problems and Linda’s desire
for an updated distribution center, met with city and federal officials regard-
ing long-term real estate needs. The outcome had immediate consequences
for the science program. The district exchanged the science center building
for rights to buy two new school sites at nominal cost. The new distribu-
tion center would now have to be developed. The story of the science
center’s design epitomizes Lawson’s integrity and creative problem-solving
approach to building Hudson’s elementary science program. As Lawson
recounts the story:

There was no point in getting ahead by doing something in a
way, where, if someone finds out about it later, it will get you
into more trouble. On the other hand, you always have to be
honest and you always have to follow the rules, but you can
read the rules very carefully, so that when you have done
something, people will look at them and say, “Yeah, I guess
that was within the rules.”

The superintendent went to a big meeting with [a bunch of
government people] and they bargained about what they want-
ed in their long-term plans. When the superintendent came
out, he was saying, “Oh it’s wonderful, we have a new senior
high site over there and all these other things.”

And after a while somebody asked him, “Well, yeah, but what
did you have to give away?”

He said, “Oh just Linda’s old place.” They wanted the old
building [resource center] for a historical museum, which is
about all that it would be worth. It was really dreadful. We had
four major electrical fires in it during the time we were there…
But we loved it because it was better than where we had been
before… So then he had two years to get us out of there….

The superintendent then allowed Linda to have free rein in designing the
science center she wanted, within very loosely defined parameters, with a
surprising outcome:

I had already worked with architects…designing a lot of the
science and social science areas of the new high school, so I
knew the architects and the contractors. The superintendent
came to me and said, “Here is the curriculum building
[plan]…and at the end of it there is this footprint. You can
meet with the architect and design whatever you want…, but it
has to fit in that footprint.”

I said, “Okay, let’s make sure I understand this. I can design
whatever I want as long as it fits in this space and it is attached
at that end of that building?” He said, “Yes.”

…When we turned [our plan] in to the superintendent, he
looked at it and he said, “Linda, what is this?”
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I said, “It’s the design of the new resource center.”

He said, “It’s two-story.”

I said “Yes. As I understood the ruling, it had to fit in that foot-
print and that is it.” But when you do something like that,…you
have to make it so that the way you have changed things is bet-
ter for the people who aren’t sure that they wanted it. So I
didn’t design a two-story building that was all resource center. I
designed a two-story building which also had this room where
he could run a training program for 70 people in, which he had-
n’t had previously, and which had two additional in-service
rooms, which he desperately needed.. So he went with it. He
didn’t give us as much of the downstairs that I wanted original-
ly… but over the course of a few years we got it back, but you
have to have some give and take. We knew it was at least
there…and I was much more concerned about potential.

Beginning in the early 1980s, the science program was maturing, and with dis-
trict support, branching out into a more formalized structure. Each school
was asked to select one classroom teacher, called a liaison teacher, to come to
monthly meetings to exchange information with Lawson and her staff about
what was going on in the schools and learn more about the district science
program. This was viewed as a leadership role for the teachers—not simply
a messenger service—and the principals were asked to choose teachers with
leadership capabilities or potential who were also interested in science.

As the program developed, monitoring implementation became more of a
focus. Linda and the resource specialists could tell by the condition of the
kits upon return whether a teacher had really used the kit materials. They
decided to formalize the expectation that three kits per year were to be taught
at each grade level but allowed teachers to choose the kits they taught.
Eventually, however, her staff and many of the teachers themselves con-
vinced her that it would be better to establish a core curriculum. Teachers
were willing to give up some personal control to gain a universal expectation
of what students would learn in each grade. As the program’s reputation
grew, more teachers wanted to participate in it and, by 1986, 7,500 kits were
being circulated. The state Department of Education adopted new curricu-
lum standards and the kits were reworked to align with the new science
standards.

Over the years, faith in the program staff, anecdotal evidence of the pro-
gram’s value, and national recognition were sufficient to maintain district
support. At one point, the district administered a science test to sixth
graders to see what skills they had attained, but they did not do very well on
the test. However, the program was already getting a lot of recognition
around the country, so rather than doubting the program because of the test
scores, the district felt the test did not measure their desired outcomes very
well. One administrator from that time said:
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We knew there was a mismatch there. We felt quite confident
in the direction with the kids. The kids were learning more sci-
ence this way than they were the other way. We sort of rode
with that. Sometimes you just have those gut level feelings.

The Stanford story is another frequently told anecdote revealing district
pride in the apparent success of its science program. Evidently several years
ago, Stanford University sent a letter to the superintendent saying that there
were more acceptances for the new freshman class from Hudson Public
Schools than from any other school district in the country.

Recent Developments
By 1996, the NSF “Hudson Systemic Initiative” (HSI) grant was funded
with $6 million for five years. The aim of the grant was “the improvement
of science and mathematics instruction through site-based learning com-
munities and cross-district support.” Another of the earlier science
specialists headed the HSI, which ended in June 2001. He noted that in a
district with 73,000 students and 75 schools, they “are all at a different place
and serve different communities and have different needs. I think we have
learned over the past 25–30 years that there is no single answer; there has
to be a range of resources and strategies provided.” Over the past few years,
there have been three full-time science resource specialists, one liaison
teacher, and one mentor teacher in science per school, and a team of 22
“connection” teachers with professional development responsibilities.

The past five years have seen several changes in leadership and administra-
tive organization. In 1997, Linda Lawson retired, but she remains a
consultant to the program and was an evaluator for the HSI. One of the
resource specialists under Lawson, Frank Newton, served as director of the
science program (as well as social science, languages, health, and drivers’
education) for three years, and then was promoted in the 2000–2001 aca-
demic year to assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction. The
current head of the science program, John Harris, has experience in science
teaching and administration both in and outside Hudson. He wants to
deepen science implementation and integrate it with other curricular areas
without losing time devoted to science.

In May of 1999, the superintendent for the past 16 years retired. A new
superintendent, the first ever hired from outside Hudson, came from anoth-
er district with a hands-on science program. However, he served as
superintendent for only 17 months and then retired. The other finalist for his
position, who had been an assistant superintendent for curriculum in the dis-
trict, was eventually selected as the current superintendent in January 2001

Program History and Development



THE CURRENT PROGRAM

CURRICULUM5

Vision and Goals
Hudson’s science program began as a minimally funded alternative to adopt-
ing a new textbook, championed by two determined, competent risk-takers
who, through experience and education, had come to believe in inquiry-based
science teaching and learning. Linda Lawson and Jeff Winter’s initial vision
was centered on just getting teachers to open kits and experience the tech-
niques of hands-on science. Lawson had an additional vision, that of moving
teachers pedagogically into a more inquiry-based view of teaching in gener-
al. When asked to reflect on her vision of inquiry science and what she was
trying to accomplish, Linda Lawson described it as follows:

I would categorize much of what I did personally as a teacher
as sort of low-level to medium-level inquiry. I could have done
better, but it was definitely not just hands-on. You know my
personal teaching, my personal vision, would be inquiry. But in
the first few years, the initial vision of the project was more
hands-on than inquiry. But the vision changed.

The model for a long time has been that there are three man-
dated units [at each grade level] and all teachers teach those
units. They are expected to teach a fourth unit, but one of their
own choice…It allows you to help first-year teachers or very
rigid teachers…to have that fourth unit be one that is fairly
simple and not very good. To be perfectly honest, it is more of
a recipe-type thing, if people want that. It allows you to put on
the table some units that are too difficult, in terms of how deep
they are in inquiry, for 50 percent of the teachers to handle.
Certain units are wonderful but not everyone in the district has
the skills to do them really well.

While teachers and administrators tend to have a common view of the pro-
gram, slightly different comments came from various sources. Teachers in
focus groups, for example, talked about the vision of hands-on science that
engendered “engagement, interest, and enthusiasm” in their students. They
added, “We make a lot of messes.” Teachers also remarked that Linda Lawson
was “years ahead of her time…and very visionary.” According to one teacher,
the HSI project contributed to the vision, because “it was saying that teachers
are valuable. Not resource people, buildings, or others, but teachers.”

Principals see the program’s vision in more global terms. As one put it, “The
[vision] has to do with process, experimentation, setting up experiments.
The hands-on approach is key as opposed to textbooks.” Further, the prin-
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cipal’s role in this vision is, as one succinctly put it, “Encouragement.”
Teachers and principals responding to the RSR survey responded that sci-
ence is “moderately important” to “very important.” Not surprisingly, each
group, according to the survey, perceives the other to place slightly less
value on science than they do themselves. (See principal survey question 19
and teacher survey question 21 in Appendix B.)

District officials, perhaps not surprisingly, had the most elaborate and aca-
demic version of what makes the science program at Hudson special. One
official said that inquiry science is where “teachers facilitate instruction, and
the kids are actively cognitively involved.” He went on to say that, in the
Hudson program, “…teachers use higher-level questioning strategies, use
different forms of assessment, and use advanced reflective skills to analyze
their instruction.” One administrator summarized the evolution of pro-
gram goals over time as moving from increasing science test scores after
new reading and math programs had been successful to currently focusing
on target outcomes and increasing use of deeper inquiry instruction beyond
mere mechanical use of science kits.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The current list of kits used by HPS includes Full Option Science Systems
(FOSS)6, Insights7, STC8 and locally developed kits. Many of the kits have
been redesigned or adapted by Hudson resource teachers over the years and
the curriculum and kits are constantly being reworked to fit the state science
standards. Teachers are expected to teach four to five science kits or units
per grade. Of these, three or four are required or core units, depending on
the grade.9 Teachers are to select at least one additional unit from a list of
optional ones. For a complete list of core and optional units in grades 1–6,
see Appendix D. In kindergarten, the district provides science-oriented
resource materials (Science Explorations for the Early Years) that involve sorting
and classifying activities, but they are not complete kits as used at the other
grade levels. According to the RSR survey, teachers seem to know how
many kits they are expected to use, and a large majority of them reported
they typically use the required amount or more (See teacher survey question
9 in Appendix B).

Most of the kits include a writing component in the form of notebooks or
journals. These notebooks currently consist mostly of step-by-step instruc-
tions and fill-in-the-blank sections for students to complete. One of the
goals of the program is for students to eventually use notebooks with
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6 FOSS (Full Option Science System): Developed by Lawrence Hall of Science, published by Delta
Education.

7 Insights: Developed by Education Development Center, Inc., published by Kendall/Hunt.
8 STC (Science and Technology for Children): Developed by National Science Resources Center, pub-

lished by Carolina Biological Supply Company.
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empty lined pages as scientists would: to record observations and systemat-
ic data collection, to note hypotheses and speculation, and to explain how
they interpret the data and what they conclude from it. This idea has recent-
ly been introduced across the district, but many people believe that
consistent districtwide usage will take many years to achieve. However the
new head of the science program said that journals are finally now being
used on a regular basis. He also supports a movement to integrate science
and literacy. Many people interviewed believe, as in other districts, that this
is necessary for the survival of the science program, given the current state
and national focus on literacy. Many of the Hudson science kits have been
linked to other disciplines, including social science, math, and reading, since
early in the program’s history. In current science professional development
sessions, the writing and literacy link is being emphasized by providing note-
book prompts such as focus questions, explanation questions and the like.

The surveys administered by this research project corroborate the general
picture of this district as kit-based with an interest in integrating language
arts with science. The vast majority of teachers responding to the survey
reported that they often or very often use science kits; half said they also use
science-related literature and nonfiction; less than 10 percent reported that
they use textbooks often or very often. (See teacher survey question 8 in
Appendix B.) Despite a comprehensive and efficient kit distribution process
in this district, about two-thirds of the responding teachers reported that
they often or very often bring in their own materials to supplement the kits.
The survey did not specify what types of materials teachers were referring
to. Principals responding to the survey reported the relative importance of
these materials in the same order as teachers say they use them: kits most
important, followed by teachers’ own materials, then science-related books,
with textbooks rather unimportant. A majority of teachers also said that
they considered the district’s kits and science standards “a lot” when plan-
ning their science instruction.

Materials Management 
Science kits are refurbished and distributed from the two-story materials
center designed by Lawson in 1980, which is located in the administrative
complex of HPS. Teachers order the kits they need and specify a delivery
date on the order form. Each school has a weekly delivery date, and teach-
ers can keep kits for a maximum of nine weeks. Eight clerks (seven full-time
and one part-time) are responsible for refurbishing the kits. In addition, the
resource center relies on volunteer support, recruited from nearby retire-
ment communities, to help restock and prepare kits for use. This consistent
contact and communication with older community members is also seen as
helpful when school bond issues are up for a vote. The retired population in
Hudson is large and growing and, without school-aged children, is more
likely to vote “yes” on bond issues when they perceive themselves as valu-
able assets and included in school affairs.
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The 1999–2000 academic year was a year of administrative change for the
materials center. Each kit now has a barcode label similar to the tracking
labels on UPS packages. The label includes helpful information, such as the
name of the teacher who requested the kit, the clerk who packed the kit, and
the clerk’s direct phone number to call if there are problems with the kit. All
of this information is scanned into a computer with a hand-held scanning
gun that communicates with the newly purchased software package. The
software keeps track of orders and kit usage and can generate new materials
orders based on this information. In addition, teachers are encouraged to
contact the material center clerks with questions or requests for additional or
missing kit materials. Many teachers praised the material center staff and said
that without the kits and the support, they couldn’t teach science.

As the district has grown, storage space for science materials has gradually
become an issue. During the past few years, many kits have had to be stored
in the district office hallways. Now the district is reorganizing its use of cen-
tral office space for the materials as well as staff. The current director of the
resource center, hired in 1999, says the district provides sufficient money to
manage the materials. There was even enough to send some of her staff to
the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) conference out of state
during the HSI grant period. The impact of the loss of HSI funds has yet
to be seen or felt, but teachers and ancillary personnel, such as the refur-
bishment clerk,s have expressed their hope that such professional activities
as attending conferences will continue.

INSTRUCTION

According to district documents, the goal for science instruction is 120 min-
utes per week. Actual implementation falls somewhat short of this, although
how short depends on the source of one’s data. On average, teachers who
responded to the RSR survey reported that they teach 116 minutes of sci-
ence a week, which is very close to the district goal of 120. Teachers in the
lower elementary grades teach less (92 minutes) and those in the upper ele-
mentary grades teach more (140), reflecting the greater number and
complexity of units expected in grades 4 and 5. (See teacher survey question
7 in Appendix B.) These data, however, portray a rosier view than data from
a 1999 survey administered by the director of the science program or data
from an RSR focus group. In February of 1999, Newton surveyed 430 ele-
mentary teachers at 15 of the 50 elementary schools regarding the amount
of instructional time they devoted to science. The return rate was 95 per-
cent, and of this group, 77 percent of teachers reported spending 90
minutes or less per week teaching science. Similarly, experienced teachers in
a focus group conducted for this project commented that “about 60 min-
utes” was their usual time spent on science per week.

To obtain a “snapshot” of instruction in Hudson, the research team made
a request to interview and observe elementary teachers who teach consis-
tently at a level the district expects from most of its teachers who have had
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training on the science curriculum. The science program director asked prin-
cipals to suggest possible teachers and arrange visits. (For more information
on research methodology, see the summary of research methodology in this
report and refer to the in-depth discussion on methodology in the cross-site
report.) Researchers visited 21 Hudson classrooms in 15 of the 50 elemen-
tary schools over a two-year period. Class sizes ranged from 15 to 35. The
schools were in a variety of neighborhoods of differing economic level and
ethnic diversity. The teachers ranged in length of experience from less than
one year to more than 20. All had four or five years of college training, but
none had majored in science. The student populations in half of the class-
es was about 90–100 percent white, with the other half was between 60–90
percent white. The remaining students were primarily Hispanic, with a few
African American and Asian students. Students’ predominant language was
English, but in a few schools, Spanish was sometimes spoken between stu-
dents.

The classrooms varied widely regarding the amount and type of printed
material, student work, and art displayed on the walls and around the room.
Most classrooms had several computers, which seemed to be used. At least
two of the schools were undergoing remodeling to install technology labs
during the course of the study. One sixth-grade classroom was dazzling,
with displays of student-made art, bulletin boards of student work, and evi-
dence of mummification experiments placed on shelves around the room.
In addition, there were teacher-made bulletin boards discussing the scientif-
ic questioning process and elaborating on social studies themes. In this
classroom, the students were working at long rows of desks, which facilitat-
ed discussion with their neighbors. However, student discussion, even on
scientific topics, was discouraged as “thinking out loud” except for express-
ly delineated time periods. In another, more sparsely decorated classroom
where student science work was not visible, the students and their teacher
were all engaged in producing sound with various kinds of equipment and
predicting what kinds of sound the equipment would produce. There was,
evidently, little correlation between student work and materials on display in
the classrooms and the extent to which instruction in those classrooms
reflected the goals of Hudson’s science program.

Teachers spent the most time on whole-classroom discussions, question-
and-answer sessions, and sharing findings with the entire group. The
second-most time consuming activity was small-group work, usually with
four to six students per group. Students typically carried out a well-pre-
scribed task, such as making rockets following a diagram provided by the
teacher; coloring in the outlines of digestive organs and attaching them to
human body outlines; and constructing buildings with paper, marshmallows,
and toothpicks. In about a third of the observed lessons, students were
asked to make a prediction about the outcome of this group activity. In
nearly all classrooms observed, instruction was at what program leaders
might describe as “mechanical kit usage.”
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Introductions to the science lessons ranged from nonexistent to extensive.
During the most common type of introduction, observed in about three
quarters of the classrooms, the teacher mentioned the object or goals of the
lesson, such as “…we’ll discover which of the four salts will best mummify
the apple.” In addition, about the same proportion of teachers elicited stu-
dents’ prior knowledge, such as “Remember when we saw the cells really
enlarged in the pictures you got off the Internet? We will be looking at dif-
ferent cells today.” Much of the time spent in introducing the lesson was
used to give step-by-step prescriptive instructions to the class as a whole,
and the teachers often rushed through the introduction to get on to the
main activity.

In general, lesson conclusions were very brief and focused only on the
activity at hand without regard to previous or future lessons. In a majority
of the classrooms, the lesson closure was rushed, with teachers and stu-
dents hurrying to the next subject, and teachers citing time restraints as a
specific impetus. The lesson often jumped from activity to clean up, and
teachers tended to conclude with such admonitions as “Stop what you’re
doing. We’re out of time. Will all the materials managers in your groups
start the clean-up now?” When asked about the hurried nature of some les-
sons, teachers replied with a variation of the remark, “It’s so difficult to get
everything into the day. There’s just too much to cover!” However, it is
noteworthy that in three hurried lessons, which ended at the close of the
school day, the students were reluctant to go home, and wanted to stay and
go further with their mummification, their rockets, or their magnet projects.
In fact, all observers noted that the students’ level of engagement appeared
to be high throughout all lessons. Students were obviously enjoying their
engagement with science. One teacher stated that her students look forward
so much to their science lessons that she uses science as a disciplinary
tool—if students are misbehaving, she threatens to take away science.

Each classroom had a variation on a science workbook, which consisted of
photocopied worksheets for students to complete. Thus, student writing
was limited to answering short, fact-based questions. However, in response
to requests from teachers at professional development sessions, Hudson is
developing a new notebook model to be used at all grade levels to integrate
literacy skills with the existing science units. The notebooks are conceived
as a tool, rather than a prescriptive curricular element. That is, each teacher
will be able to use the notebooks as repositories for their students’ obser-
vations, data displays, predictions, and conclusions about their science
investigations. Third-grade level notebooks, developed in the summer of
2000 by a group of experienced teachers and a curriculum specialist, were
piloted in the 2000–2001 academic year, with similar second grade devel-
opment following later in that same year. Aligned professional development
for interested teachers was planned for the following year.

The RSR survey revealed two main issues regarding science instruction: lack
of time and training. Nearly three-quarters of the teachers and principals
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who responded to the survey reported that they feel there is insufficient
time for teachers to prepare effective science instruction. (See teacher sur-
vey question 21 in Appendix B.) Half of the teachers reported that they had
been trained on half or less of the curriculum they are expected to teach
(i.e., trained on two or fewer kits). (See teacher survey question 9 in
Appendix B.) And about half of the responding teachers reported that they
feel well prepared to teach science, but only a quarter of responding princi-
pals reported feeling that most of their teachers are well prepared. (See
principal survey question 19 in Appendix B.)

Following is a vignette that provides an account of a classroom lesson in
Hudson. This vignette provides an opportunity for the reader to review
detailed descriptions of classroom practice, teacher-student dialogue, and
lesson structure. This lesson was selected because it was one of the very few
observed that reflects the richness of science content and pedagogy that
comes closest to Hudson’s goals for the science program. As demonstrated
in the teacher-student interaction, the students are engaged and learning to
think scientifically throughout. The teacher elicits students’ prior knowledge
at the beginning of the lesson. Then students interact with the materials to
acquire some information before making their predictions, and the teacher
asks for evidence to support their ideas.

The teacher is a white male, in his late 30s. He has nine years of experi-
ence as a sixth-grade teacher, and has achieved a strict but warm
rapport with his students. Twenty-one of his usual 24 students are pres-
ent for the whole lesson—three have left for a pull-out program. The
classroom is about 60 percent white, and 40 percent Hispanic, with
equal numbers of boys and girls. There is one ESL student in the class, a
girl who speaks Arabic at home but seems to be fluent with her English-
speaking peers. 

The teacher usually teaches science about an hour a week. Sometimes,
however, he modifies the prescribed kit to include a “science day.” On
science day, he consolidates many of the kit activities into one day so
his students get an extended view of the subject. In addition, he avoids
some management problems “because it’s hard to pull out and put away
the stuff that they work with. I like the freedom of it. To spread it all out
and do it….”

Today, the class is studying which salts will extract the moisture from an
apple most quickly, part of a several-months-long, integrated science
and social studies unit about ancient Egypt and mummification. The
entire lesson takes an hour, and the students are engaged throughout. 
The topic—mummification—seems to perfectly capture sixth-grade sen-
sibilities about gore, death, and solving puzzles in a hands-on way,
using mysterious chemicals.
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The classroom is pleasantly cluttered, with all shelf and wall space
covered with student or teacher-made art and written work. A sign
over the whiteboard says “Your ‘I Will’ is more important than your
IQ.” Several large banners detailing the steps of  hypothesis making, 

observation, data collection, conclusion-making, etc., are tacked to
the front wall. The teacher refers to the banners and the scientific
process throughout the lesson.

The lesson starts with questions about previous knowledge about mum-
mies. How were they made, what steps were used, how long did it
take? Students raise their hands to answer, but the buzz gets louder as
all compete to answer. Then, an explanation of today’s lesson: 

[T=teacher, S=student]

T: Today, we are going to cover what we actually do to dry out mois-
ture from an object, observe the data, and compare and contrast.
We want to talk about the “puzzling observations” part of the sci-
entific process. How many of you read the mummy report? So how
many days does it take to mummify a person? 

[Several students say ”70.”]

T: That’s right, 70. But we are not going to take that long; we will
mummify an apple. But we will take volunteers later! Or you may
donate your siblings. [Students chuckle.] Fill in your worksheet
with what you do today, but most importantly, take notes. Use the
back if you need to.

The teacher is using a teacher-made worksheet to prompt students to
make consistent observations (a pre-drawn table is used) and think
about important steps in the process. Humor also plays a part in keep-
ing the class on task. Following is an early portion of the lesson, where
the teacher is encouraging scientific thinking to set up the observations.

T: Dried things. How many people have seen dried things? What did
they look like and where was it?

Ss: Raisins.

T: How did they get to be purple or dark brown raisins?

S: From being dried out.

T: What else have you seen?

Ss: Leaves. Salt on a slug. Pumpkins after Halloween. 

T: What does that look like? Right. It turns mushy, turns colors.

S: Skin. Human skin.
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T: Ooo. Yeah, like in the summertime. These are things you see every-
day. That’s what scientists do; they start out with observation. The
next thing we will do is observe this. [Passes out dried noodles.]
Look at them and make observations. [Walks among the rows talk-
ing with students.] Take a good look. What do you see?

T: Go ahead and taste it. What does it taste like? Be descriptive. Use
your best scientific description. 

Ss: Pretty good, yummy, like white rice, breadish, starch. Dried out
starchish bread. Tastes like the smell of cardboard. Tastes like 
crackers. 

The students go on to taste salty things, make observations, and write
descriptive words on the board: solid, dry, crunchy.

T: Now let’s think about mummies. From the reports we’ve done, the
movies we’ve seen, what we’ve talked about: What are mummies?

Ss: Dead, wrapped up people. They were dried up.

T: How do we know they were dried up? [Discusses lack of fluid, lack
of moisture or blood.] 

T: What did they put on them to dry them up?

S: Salt.

T: Right, they put salt on them to dry them out.

S: Wasn’t the salt called natron?

T: [Nodding.] The salt was called natron. [Writes it on the board.]
How do we know they were crunchy? When they talked about King
Tut, what did they say?

S: When they unwrapped him, he fell apart.

T: Right, he was dry and brittle. There were puzzling observations. I
want you to write three things that you’ve seen today that were puz-
zling observations.

As students write and think, the teacher discusses with the class how
mummies are made. It is very gory and gross and the class loves it and
knows a lot. 

T: Now we are going to look at three different types of salt and come
up with a proposed hypothesis about what would work best to
make a mummy. [The class observes and writes about the salts.]
This is just you and your paper. Observe and write. We have table
salt, Epsom salts, and baking soda. Compare them; describe them.
Are they the same? What are the qualities of each?
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The students are very involved at this point. There is a low murmur as
they write and talk. Then the class reads observations: Table salt is sour
and has a tangy taste; Epsom salt tastes like soap; it is thickest; baking
soda is nasty; table salt is mouthwatering like a crystal; Epsom salt is a
crystal, nasty, sour, dry; baking soda is the whitest, dry, nasty.

T: We need to come up with a hypothesis—what salt will best mum-
mify the apple? That’s the next section, proposing a hypothesis. 

The students continue to work. Prompted by their teacher, they form
groups, write a hypothesis, and predict which of the salts will dry out a
slice of apple most quickly. 

Ss: We think baking soda, because it’s the driest; it’s powdery so it will
consume more moisture.

S: Epsom salt will dissolve.

S: Table salt. It dries out my mouth, so it will dry out the apple.

The students hold up one, two, or three fingers to vote on what they
think. The results are about evenly divided among the three salts.

The teacher explains the upcoming experiment. Working in pairs, stu-
dents will place a slice of apple in a cup and cover it with one of the
salts to see what happens, to see how much moisture is absorbed. One
pair will use a control piece of apple by itself, not covered with any-
thing. They will weigh the apple slices before they cover them and
after, to see how much moisture weight is lost, how much is absorbed
into the salts. As the teacher says, “The lightest one wins.” As they plan
the experiment, the teacher continues to prompt the students to think
scientifically:

T: Why is it important that we write down our expected outcome in
science before we do the experiment?

S: Because it might change as you do it.

T: Right. We are going to do our measuring and cutting the apples
and putting them in the cups tomorrow. Does anybody want to
change their hypothesis before we do the actual experiment?
[Several people decide to change.] 

S: Mr. S…., Mr. S…. We said table salt because we put a little bit of
water on the desk and the table salt sucked it up.

T: So you did a little experiment already. A pre-experiment.

S: Yeah, I wanted to spit, but we used water.
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As the students clean up, their teacher continues to probe their knowl-
edge of Egypt, in general, and mummies, in particular. He asks about
Egyptian gods, and one boy begins to talk excitedly about several gods
they have studied. Some students refer to their recent study of pyramids,
where they learned how to use geometry to figure areas and materials
needed to build such structures. 

ASSESSMENT

Elementary students in Hudson are tested a great deal. Testing in the spring
can stretch for four weeks or more. Tests include district tests in science that
are unburdened by significant consequences but continued by the district for
monitoring purposes. As one administrator put it “The state tests change so
often, we need something to stay consistent to see how we’re doing.”
Additionally, students are given the SAT9 tests in science, math, and reading
(grades 2–11) to satisfy state requirements. These requirements have only
been in place since the 1999–2000 school year, and results are published on
the district Web site as well as in the newspapers. In addition, Hudson has
recently added new state-developed tests in math, reading, and writing.

The newly developed state tests are the most high-profile of the tests given
in the district. Beginning in spring 2000, a new state assessment in math,
reading, and writing was mandated in the third, fifth and eighth grades.
There are plans to include science in the state assessment by 2004, but
Hudson administrators said they seriously doubt this will occur because
there has been such a history of frequent changes in the state testing pro-
gram. The state test has very high stakes. Students who do not pass are not
to be promoted to the next grade, and eventually in the grades 10–12, stu-
dents must pass the test to graduate. Administrators and, in particular,
parents are upset at the serious consequences associated with this single
measure. They worry, with good reason, that the lack of a high school diplo-
ma could be a major barrier. Teachers feel the pressure as well.

As one administrator commented, “I just spent all morning with math
teachers dealing with ‘testing anxiety.’ State testing in our state has gone off
the deep end.”

The state calculates a level of expected performance on the state test for
every school based on school characteristics, student mobility, percent of
students on free or reduced lunch, and their average second-grade Otis-
Lennon reading test scores. In the near future, although the exact date is not
yet determined, school principals may be held accountable for their stu-
dents’ reaching this level, and a one percent staff incentive pay will be tied
to achieving the target scores.
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As mentioned above, in addition to the state tests, students also take district
criterion-referenced tests and the SAT9 test in language arts, math, and sci-
ence at grades 2–11. These tests are used primarily to monitor the program
and do not carry the high stakes for students or educators of the state tests.
Students reportedly do well on the SAT9 science test. An administrator
commented that with all these tests, including some piloting of a bilingual
version of the state assessment, some students were being assessed an
incredible five to six weeks of the 2000–2001 academic year. Nonetheless,
Hudson continues to use the district assessments because they provide a
consistent measure of performance that is crucial to monitoring the pro-
gram’s effects since the state tests change so frequently.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

John Harris currently oversees the elementary science program. He serves
as the director of science, social studies, world languages, health, and driv-
ers’ education. Professional development and training has always been
voluntary in Hudson and is provided by resource teachers, liaison teachers,
mentor teachers or “connection” teachers (these roles are described in
detail in the section on leadership that follows). The exception is when a
teacher is new to the district or to the grade level. In those cases, kits are
not shipped to a teacher until they have had the opportunity to participate
in kit-specific training for their grade level. The 52 elementary science men-
tor teachers (described below) throughout the district (one or more per
school) are available to provide kit training to new teachers and others who
desire it. In addition, new kit training is available in regularly scheduled pro-
fessional development sessions.

Professional development available to teachers includes the following:
• Level-one training is kit specific. All new kits require training. They will

not be distributed unless all teachers using the new kit have received
training. If a teacher switches grade levels, training is required before
he/she can teach a kit. If a teacher has requested a kit and has not been
trained on that kit, the computer will flag the request and the kit will not
be delivered. Teachers who are new to a grade level or the district are
required to have level-one training. This training typically is four hours
per kit, and can be obtained in a group situation or, if necessary, one-
on-one with a resource specialist or liaison teacher.

• New teachers are also encouraged to participate in the “journeys pro-
gram.” This is a four-hour opportunity to discuss the science kits with
liaisons or mentors, and it fosters dialogue among teachers. It is not a
requirement.

• Workshops are available in various science content areas and take the
form of fall and summer institutes. The liaison teachers are responsible
for communicating these opportunities to teachers.

The Current Program



• There is also ongoing site-based, in-service training by resource teach-
ers throughout the year.

Almost all the people interviewed believe there is not enough professional
development available for principals and teachers. According to the RSR
teacher survey, responding teachers reported that they have had relatively lit-
tle professional development in science recently (about 12 hours in two
years). They have had four more hours of training in language arts and near-
ly 10 more hours in math. (See teacher survey question 18 in Appendix B.) 

Principals responding to the RSR survey also reported that they would like
to have more time to attend meetings and talk to one another about science,
so that they know what to expect for classroom practice and how to support
it. In fact, two principals started a Principal’s Roundtable for this very pur-
pose. Principals see themselves as far more supportive of science teaching
than teachers do. About three-fourths of principals said they strongly sup-
port science teaching whereas only about one-fourth of teachers reported
that their principals support science. (See principal survey question 19 and
teacher survey question 21 in Appendix B.)

Release time is a serious obstacle to professional development in Hudson.
There are not enough substitute teachers in the district to provide adequate
coverage. One reason for the shortage is that other districts pay substitute
teachers more (the going rate in Hudson is $80/day). Another reason for the
shortage is that substitute teachers are getting jobs at charter schools, which
don’t require certification. Hudson came up with a creative solution to the
release-time problem. A “special presenters” program was instituted in which
“special presenters” (parents, retired Hudson School District personnel, peo-
ple from the community, etc.) receive training on one kit. They become
specialists on this unit and come to the classroom for a 2-1/2 hour session,
allowing classroom teachers some release time for planning or development.
This program costs $80,000 per year and was originally funded through the
HSI NSF grant. Over the course of the grant, release time decreased signif-
icantly. At the beginning of the HSI, science connection teachers were
allotted 12 release days. Currently there are no release days for them.

Through the HSI grant, principals were viewed as critical to maintaining the
program’s philosophy and were encouraged to take part in professional
development. The director of the HSI grant found that allowing principals
to attend NSTA conferences helped obtain their support for the science pro-
gram. He said they often found it “an eye opener” where they saw a lot of
high-quality science and “now they will recognize good science when they go
into a teacher’s classroom.” Another district official noted that they “are try-
ing to get principals to see that science is important for literacy.”

In spring of 2000, a year prior to the end of the HSI grant, the superinten-
dent met with district administrators to confirm commitments for
continuing the professional development aspects of the grant into the
future to maintain the high profile of science.
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DECISION MAKING AND LEADERSHIP 
The Hudson science program’s successful development is a reflection of its
strong leadership and support from the district administration, school
board, and community.

District-Level Leadership
Lawson wisely developed strong relationships with her superintendents over
the years, keeping them informed and showing them how support for science
was good for the district. But she also had an advantage because she worked
in a stable community where superintendents have been chosen carefully,
often from within the community, and have tended to have extraordinarily
long, successful terms. At the beginning of the RSR study, the district had had
only four superintendents in over 60 years. This stability and the close rela-
tionships that existed among many administrators over the years helped
provide the science program a secure base from which to develop.

Michael Johnson, superintendent for over half the life of the science pro-
gram, was a key source of support for it. Teachers, staff, and administrators
all spoke very highly of him. Several district officials commented that he
trusted his staff, and Johnson in turn remarked that “the staff has to believe
in their leader.” Hudson staff, teachers, and administrators put a lot of trust
in him as indicated by this typical comment:

We could discuss and disagree with people and argue about
things, but they were never personal and so everybody has
always remained friends. It has been a great district to work in,
and Michael has a lot to do with it… I think I learned trust from
[Michael] because he was very open and so all of the cards were
always on the table.... I think he had a big hand in the attitude
and the openness and the honesty that was exhibited… 

The School Board
The Hudson School Board consists of five members who serve without
compensation and are elected for staggered, four-year terms. The board has
final control over local school matters, constrained only by the laws of the
state legislature and State Board of Education regulations. The board sets
policy for the management of the district, while the school superintendent
and staff are responsible for policy implementation. According to one
administrator, there is large public input into district decisions about cur-
riculum and other issues, and parents frequently share their concerns with
the school board. Given the rather conservative nature of the community,
district administrators take care in the language they use to discuss poten-
tially controversial issues in public, such as hands-on math.

According to many sources, the Hudson School Board has always been sup-
portive of the science program. One long-time school board member
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maintains that there was always open and honest communication between
the board and the administration. District officials agreed. In particular,
Superintendent Johnson and Linda Lawson were especially helpful to the
board, frequently giving presentations and demonstrations on science. They
were always available and eager to answer any questions the board might have
had, and the board was regularly apprised of the program’s status. One board
member who served for 16 years recalled that in that time, only one board
member had reservations about the science program, but he was won over by
the administration and the other board members. Until recently, the board was
very apolitical. In the last election, however, two candidates spent $30,000
each to run, and many of the candidates were reportedly “single-issue candi-
dates.” A retired board member interviewed pointed at these circumstances
and expressed his concern about the future nature of the board.

Science Program Leadership
Linda Lawson was undoubtedly the critical force in the creation of the
Hudson elementary science program, and she guided it very successfully
until her retirement after 23 years. Her strengths included her knowledge of
science, tremendous knowledge of effective teaching and learning, dynamic
commitment to her work, creative problem solving, hiring excellent staff,
and her strategies for dealing with people. She obtained the support of the
board and the superintendent, for example, by having them participate in
science investigations just as the students would. They respected her for her
knowledge and dedication, and her passion for science education. In inter-
views, she touched on several of the “rules” she tried to live by:

• We have to trust each other. There’s no point in getting ahead by doing
something that will get you into trouble later. You have to be honest and
follow the rules, but it’s okay to look at the rules very carefully.

• Always make sure that other people profit significantly from whatever
they do with you…but not necessarily financially. Make people an offer
they can’t refuse.

• It’s amazing what you can do if you don’t care who gets the credit.
• Under-promise and over-deliver.
• Take a long-term view of things.
• Spread out your leadership as much as you can.
• Evolution, not revolution (e.g., saying to teachers, “We have something

new; if you are interested, here it is and I’ll come to your classroom and
help you; if you’re not interested, keep doing what you’re doing.”) 

As these “rules” suggest, Lawson was a strong, thoughtful leader who was
highly respected by her colleagues who described her as an extraordinary
person. One person remarked on her character, “ She is a unique per-
son…She has a heart of gold and she would do anything. She worked hard,
she was dedicated, she was motivated; …she is a brilliant lady.” Another per-
son commented on her leadership abilities: “She has the capacity to
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accommodate all of the different points of view and all of the needs of dif-
ferent people. She listens without losing track of where she wants to go and
she makes some adjustments, but the essential element is her own belief.” By
another person’s account, Linda Lawson was the “keeper of the vision” and
“by nature…a bulldog. She gets hold of an idea and when she believes in it,
she hangs on for dear life and she is not shaken in her own belief.” And yet
another person commented on her trustworthiness, saying, “When she sub-
mitted her budget, I knew it was as tight as it could be. I never questioned
her about that…she was a good manager and a good steward.”

Lawson also shared science program leadership responsibilities with sever-
al categories of teachers with positions that were supported by the Hudson
Systemic Initiative (HSI), Eisenhower funds, and general district funds.
These included resource teachers, liaison teachers, mentor teachers, connec-
tion teachers, and instructional specialists.

Resource teachers (also called science specialists) are full-time teachers whose
job is to provide professional development and curriculum support through-
out the district. These teachers were the first special support positions to be
incorporated into the program, during Linda Lawson’s tenure, circa 1980.
There are currently three elementary resource teachers in Hudson, and two
secondary resource teachers. That level has remained constant for about 20
years. Resource teachers hold site-level as well as district- level meetings and
discussions with interested groups of science teachers. They also provide
ongoing professional development expertise, at least 10–15 days/year, as pre-
senters at the summer professional development institutes, and they provide
in-service training at schools. In addition, they are active in state, regional, and
national meetings in their curriculum areas. According to district officials,
they are funded primarily with Eisenhower funds.

Liaison teachers are recruited by the resource teachers to provide site-based
leadership and serve as sources of district-level information in their subject
area for their colleagues. This position began around 1985 with one liaison
per school using small stipends funded mostly by Eisenhower money. With
the arrival of the HSI grant in 1996, the cadre was increased overall to 96
(however, there continues to be one liaison in science; the others were in
math, language arts, and social studies), and the grant funded the stipends. All
liaisons form a site-based leadership team with a yearly budget of about
$5,000 to use for professional development at their site. They attend annual
state-level meetings and receive monthly in-service training on pedagogy, crit-
ical issues, and team building related to science instruction. In 2000, the
intention was that the positions would continue after the grant ended in 2001.

Mentor teachers were established and funded by the HSI grant. These teach-
ers meet monthly with new teachers in order to familiarize them with inquiry
and the science curriculum they will teach. They also provide help to other
teachers when requested. One focus of the mentor teachers is assessment,
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that is, helping all teachers understand what effective assessment is and how
to implement it. There are a total of five or six mentor teachers, some of
whom are also liaison teachers, at each school across the curriculum.

Connection teachers, another innovation of the HSI grant, are responsible
for intensive training in science for new teachers and those new to a grade.
There are 22 teachers who each serve for two years, selected from the group
of liaison teachers on the basis of an application, observation, and principal
recommendation. Their terms are staggered so that each year, 11 members
leave and 11 new members are chosen. They receive in-depth in-service train-
ing on current research, teaching practice, standards, curriculum, and “special
areas of concern.” In addition, they take a 48-hour team building course.

Instructional specialists are site-based teachers who are independent of the
science program staff but who may work with them. They are funded by
general district funds and provide general in-service training around such
topics as cooperative learning, classroom management, critical thinking, and
using achievement data. They help principals develop professional growth
plans for selected teachers, supports for identified students, and school
improvement plans.

Teachers are usually recommended by their principals for these leadership
positions and then observed by the director of the science program. When
Frank Newton was director of science, he used a written rubric to evaluate
teachers wanting to take on leadership roles. It included criteria for best
practice such as: teachers should facilitate the lesson, as opposed to deliver-
ing a lesson; students should be engaged cognitively, processing the
experience, and involved in manipulating materials; teachers should be using
higher level learning strategies; inquiry activities should be going on; evi-
dence of classroom assessment; and in an interview the teacher should
exhibit advanced reflection skills.

Additionally, teachers in these positions tend to have a can-do attitude as
illustrated by this reflection from one of the science specialists:

I always tell my folks, “Listen, if this was easy, there would be a
bunch of lightweights here doing it. That is why you are here.
You are here to solve the problem, not to be happy that some-
body else did it for you.” I think our team was always looking at
it as part of a constant process. Where are we today? Where do
we want to go tomorrow?

In fact, several of these teachers stayed in the district through retirement,
serving later in positions where they continued to support the science pro-
gram, such as director of the NSF grant.

With the shift from central office to site-level accountability in the past few
years, teacher leadership is now a key issue for sustainability in Hudson, and
the focus of the HSI as evidenced in the descriptions of the teacher leaders
above. Since Lawson’s retirement, there has been less administrative stabili-
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ty overall and more room for slippage in daily operations, although people
generally feel the program still works well. Some classroom teachers and all
of the kit replenishment clerks, however, feel there is a lack of effective
teacher leadership. For example, some teachers do not know what training
is available or whom to ask for help. When they need help, they may turn
to another teacher but not necessarily to the designated mentor teachers.
Many teachers feel there is not enough training. These teachers have sug-
gested training videos or CD-ROM instruction, but said their suggestions
receive little or no feedback. The kit replenishment clerks also noted their
suggestions about what kits are not being well used pass without follow
through, and planned meetings are frequently cancelled and not resched-
uled. Two principals tried to institute a monthly “principals’ roundtable” to
get more of their colleagues “on board. ” They said it’s a difficult task, but
that they are starting to make headway.

RESOURCES AND SUPPORT

FUNDING

The elementary science program budget has been part of the department
budget since the program was established in the 1970s. It currently covers
two classified staff, three science specialists, and the materials center staff
(5.0 full-time equivalent positions (FTEs) for 12 months and 3.75 for 10
months). Each year the director of science and social sciences submits a
budget request for science/social science textbook money. The total amount
of this annual budget has been approximately $1.4 million dollars per year
for the past six years. The annual science/social science budget actually cov-
ers health, social studies, traffic safety, and world languages in addition to
science. This budget is fluid: available money can be shifted between pro-
grams throughout the year. The director of science has final say over
day-to-day spending once the annual budget is approved, giving this person
some flexibility. Science accounts for approximately $145,000, with $57,000
of that amount allocated for maintenance of the program. This works out
to $1.40 per pupil. The “rule of thumb” is that $5.00 per kit per year is avail-
able from the textbook budget for kit refurbishment. The director of the
science program says he has enough funding available for science. If he
needed to make changes to the budget, he would approach the superinten-
dent, who might bring the desired changes to the board of education.

Past Superintendent Johnson said he focused on long-term planning during
his tenure, leading to a stable source of funding. His philosophy was to have
a strong infrastructure and small central staff—“a lean administration.”
“Not more schools, but larger schools with more support. The only part of
the budget that has increased is the classroom budget.”

Resources and Support



Hudson’s five-year (1996–2001), $6 million Hudson System Initiative (HSI)
grant covered math, science, and technology. The goals of the HSI were to
create site-based learning communities for math and science that would
facilitate moving beyond the mechanical use to deeper inquiry and under-
standing. Under the HSI grant, each school had to submit a site plan, against
which the school was assessed. The HSI money then went directly to each
school and helped support the teacher leaders. The long-range goal was to
get teachers to look at what constitutes good science instruction and to
focus on outcomes.

External funds, like NSF and Eisenhower, are viewed by district administra-
tors as having a minimal or insignificant impact on the science program in
Hudson. People expressed no fear that the science program would suffer
when the external funding ends, but the director of the HSI said he was
planning to write a teacher enhancement grant proposal.

COMMUNITY AND PARTNERSHIPS

There has been an ongoing connection between the local state university
and the district, though not a formal partnership, for most of the history of
the program. Two professors at the university had been very good friends
of Linda Lawson since her graduate school days. One, in fact, had been the
dissertation advisor for two of the science directors (Lawson and Frank
Newton). According to Lawson, the reason Hudson’s science program did
not have a formal partnership with these professors was that they were
needed elsewhere. The professors felt they needed to invest their time and
energy in the many other neighboring districts who needed their help since
Hudson already had three people on staff (including Lawson) who were
quite capable as well as dedicated to improving science education.
Nonetheless, Lawson said she often tried to handle problems or issues with
the thought: What would my professor think about this? 

More recently there is a somewhat more formal relationship with Dr.
Claudia Welton, an astronomer and university professor who is co-principal
investigator on the HSI grant. Lawson initially approached Welton with the
idea of being co-PI on the grant. Welton, however, had never met Lawson,
but was persuaded to join the project by colleagues who were familiar with
Lawson and the science program. Welton joked that “the day the money
arrived is the day the partnership began.” She taught a content course at the
Summer Institute in 1999 and is PI on her own NSF pre-service grant. This
grant plays an informal and tangential role in preparing some Hudson teach-
ers during their pre-service programs to think critically, solve problems, and
become lifelong learners. Welton’s fundamental, inquiry-based science
course and lab uses the concepts found in the Hudson kits but not the kits
themselves. Welton wants her teachers to be “conversant with the funda-
mental concepts of physics.” Hudson teachers can take two graduate-level
science courses at the local university for which they receive three credit
hours (in biology or physics). Tuition for the class has come from the HSI
grant and Welton’s.
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An additional informal partnership, the Carson Delta Project, is a consor-
tium of business people who volunteer to assist the schools. Employees
from participating businesses have talked with students to emphasize the
science and math applications used every day in jobs such as mechanical
engineer.

ACCOUNTABILIT Y 
One Hudson administrator summed up their situation regarding accounta-
bility by saying, “Science faces a continual uphill challenge to have a place
in the limited school day. As more and more things are added on to that
school day, more pressures are put on teachers for testing and accountabil-
ity.” While the district collects data on teachers’ use of curriculum kit
materials, these data are used at the discretion of the principals, and there
is little evidence that it plays a major role in shaping classroom practice or
the science program. The Hudson materials center staff includes an evalu-
ation form with each kit sent to the schools, which they collect upon the
kits’ return to the center. Teachers are expected to detail how they used the
materials and what changes they would make.

As an accountability measure, an aggregate report on kit usage at the school
goes to each elementary principal at the end of the academic year to use at
their discretion. The report indicates which teachers have used which kits.
Some principals pass the data on to their liaison teachers for coaching pur-
poses, while some use the information to discuss kit usage with teachers
across grade levels. The professional development specialist at the district
office does keep track of teachers’ requests for professional development
indicated on the evaluation forms. She also makes informal “piles” of eval-
uations that are returned but not filled out, or that have been completed but
returned with kits that appeared unused.

According to data collected by the materials center, about 85 percent of the
kits are used, but one administrator estimated that perhaps 80 percent of
the kits are not used to their full capacity. Frank Newton’s doctoral thesis in
1999 provided data indicating that only two-thirds of the science kits were
being used at the time of his study. During the 1997–98 school year, 6,121
core science kits were ordered and processed for use by over 900 elemen-
tary science teachers. Of those required units ordered, approximately
one-third of them (2,025) were returned without having been used. When
asked for reasons for the lack of use, teachers consistently responded that
they did not have time to teach the unit. Most of the respondents identified
the pressures of preparing students for language arts and mathematics tests
(state and district) as the main reason for the inability to teach the required
curriculum units.

A recent evaluation report on the HSI suggests that many teachers and
principals share the belief that math is a primary curriculum focus at the
expense of science. As a result, many teachers feel unable to include science
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regularly, if at all, because they feel the need to emphasize math and reading
and, as evidenced in the 1999 survey, some teachers return kits to the mate-
rials center unused. Others only teach the part of the kit with which they are
comfortable, and skip over the parts that they feel are beyond their abilities.
The HSI evaluators believe math has a stronger presence in the program
than science for three reasons. First, far more professional development is
offered in math (15,175 hours) than in science (5,170 hours); second, many
people think the science curriculum works well so there is no need for many
teachers to seek professional development in elementary science; and third,
the HSI has focused on developing a cadre of teacher leaders rather than
direct support and service to the teachers themselves.

EQUAL ACCESS TO SCIENCE
Equity does not appear to be a topic in the foreground of discussion in
Hudson Public Schools, although the district is concerned about the issue.
The district sees itself as a middle-class suburban district, with a mostly
white, homogeneous population. Several of the classes visited had a small
minority of children who did not speak English at home, but never more
than four per classroom, and usually only one or two. These children were
immersed in the class activities, and, as one teacher said, “They’re getting it
just fine.” This is not to imply that the teachers were insensitive to the lim-
ited English speakers, but in the observed classes, the issue of equity
regarding limited language proficiency did not come up. However, the num-
ber of English language learners and minority children is increasing in
Hudson and the district is addressing it. A recent issue of a leading practi-
tioner journal features an article by Hudson’s science program coordinator.
In it, he describes steps taken by the district to expressly attract and keep
minority teachers.

Equity issues, however, reach far beyond concerns regarding English lan-
guage learners and minorities. They also include ensuring that all students
have at least an opportunity to learn science. Although all kits are shipped
to all schools on a consistent and equitable basis, there is no guarantee that
all students’ teachers are implementing the kits as expected or at all. In the
classrooms observed, implementation of the kits varied greatly. Further,
even those teachers who desired to teach the kits struggled with a lack of
time to do so. The new science coordinator conducted a teacher survey in
fall 2000 that confirmed that lack of time to teach science was a top con-
cern. Additionally, though Hudson has data on kit use and participation in
professional development, no one has examined and analyzed the data to
determine how implementation problems are distributed across the district.
The question of equity, then, depends to a large extent on principal and
teacher understanding of quality science instruction as well as the training,
classroom management skills, and commitment to implement it.
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ANALYSIS 
The story of elementary science in Hudson is, like any district program,
complex. Many factors have contributed to, and inhibited its sustainability
over time. These factors fall into three general categories:

1) factors that pertain to the surrounding conditions—these describe the
influences of the context in which the program operates,

2) factors that pertain to the science program components—these
describe the role that concrete elements of the science programs (e.g.,
curriculum, professional development, leadership) have in contributing
to or inhibiting sustainability; and 

3) factors that pertain to the whole science program—these describe over-
arching contributors to and inhibitors of sustainability that affect the
programs in less tangible but still powerful ways.

These factors do not operate in isolation. Rather, they interact with each
other and shift in importance and influence over time. Factors that were
particularly striking and pertinent in Hudson are discussed below. For an in-
depth discussion of all of the factors, see the cross-site report of this
study10.

FACTORS THAT PERTAIN TO SURROUNDING CONDITIONS

Culture: 
Stability Supporting Sustainability
The sustainability of Hudson’s program has been influenced by the stabili-
ty of the staff within the district. School board members typically have
14–16-year tenures. The superintendent during much of the science pro-
gram’s history held his position for 16 years and was a teacher in the district
prior to that. He worked in the district for a total of 34 years and even
attended elementary and secondary school as a student there. There have
been only five district superintendents in about 70 years and the district has
taken great pains to select the right person to fill that position each time.
One person we interviewed noted the importance of continuity of leaders
this way:

A lot of us have been in Hudson all of our lives. It provides
continuity. A lot of times they [other districts] get a new leader
in and they want to change things…so the people are fighting
that all the time, and there is never continuity.

Other key staff members have also worked in Hudson for most or all of
their adult lives. The recent director of the science program, Frank Newton,
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has been working for HPS for over a dozen years. Before accepting the posi-
tion as director, he was a science resource specialist. He replaced Linda
Lawson who was with the district for 23 years, longevity typical of teachers
and science specialists in the district. The district has a low teacher turn over
rate, in part because of the high quality of life in the surrounding area and
because changing districts, even within the region, means a loss of seniori-
ty. This stability has contributed to an environment in which expertise has
emerged from many collective years of experience. Together, these cumula-
tive years of experience and support for the program have not only helped
guide and shape it, but they also have established a continuity to the pro-
gram that is not threatened as individual leaders or participants leave.

FACTORS THAT PERTAIN TO SCIENCE PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Implementation:
Soft Sell Goes a Long Way
Several people articulated the importance of the supportive relationships
between Lawson and district officials as providing a context within which
the program was allowed to flower. For example, they pointed out how
Lawson was able to work closely with various administrators and auditors to
find the resources needed to establish and maintain the program despite the
district’s limited resources. People respected her and allowed her to do what
she thought was best. In addition, the state did not try to oversee the district
and micromanage their curriculum in those days, so administrators did not
feel a lot of outside pressure. A veteran of the program credited the district
leadership with knowing how to let Lawson run with her ideas:

In a way it was hands-off, and I think in some cases that is a
much better way of approaching a program, where they don’t
get in your way… The district said, here are your parameters
that you have to operate within. It can’t cost anymore than a
textbook program because that is how the program was started.
We will trust you. But it’s not that they were disinterested. They
just didn’t interfere, and I think that was significant.

Lawson’s approach with her most important constituency was a soft sell: she
did not try to push the program on to teachers and made it clear in the first
years that implementation was not mandatory. Realistically, the district could
not afford enough materials to mandate instant, large-scale implementation,
but such an approach was also simply not her way. One high-level adminis-
trator who had been with the district since the inception of the program
described it this way:

It was pretty hard to say [to Lawson] no, I am not interested,
when she said to the teachers, “You can have these materials
and you can have the training if you want to try it.” It was a
kind of no-pressure situation, and I think that meant a lot to
the early adopters.
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Leadership:
Then and Now 
The sustainability of the elementary science program in Hudson over the
past three decades is clearly a function of the vision, passion, and creative
problem solving of its founder and leader, Linda Lawson. The successful
development of the program was also greatly facilitated by the stability and
quality of district superintendents, the school board, the science staff, and
the generally cooperative and respectful nature of the community. One of
the early science specialists, who more recently headed Hudson’s systemic
initiative, reflected on the long process of building the science program and
how other districts often do not realize what it took to achieve their current
status:

We had [only] one teacher on half contract, and that was Linda
Lawson. We have to point this out to folks because they think,
“Why don’t we just start?” And they come through in droves
thinking, “Well, we just want to be Hudson.” Well, it is going
to take you 20 years. Are you in a hurry? This was Linda
Lawson starting out with just a vision and a bulldog approach
to change, and working up through the layers.

Current and future leadership will depend largely on the framework of site-
based leadership established by the HSI. Liaison teachers, mentor teachers,
and connection teachers will assume a large share of the professional devel-
opment desired at each school, although, due to the lean administrative
structure of the schools, all these teachers are classroom teachers as well.
With the end of the HSI and its financial support for such roles, it is unclear
how active the teachers and teams will be, although teachers and adminis-
trators believe either money will be found for stipends or the teachers will
assume their leadership roles as part of their usual job. At the district level,
professional development and specific kit training will remain unchanged.

Money: 
Always Adequate, Never Ostentatious
The program has always had district financial support, although the overall
district budget has always been quite lean. The passion and commitment of
Lawson and her staff allowed science to succeed with few resources.
Despite another new science director in 2000–2001, the program will cer-
tainly receive continued support by the assistant superintendent for
curriculum and instruction, who was the past science director. The $6 mil-
lion HSI grant for K–8 science, math, and technology attempted to push
implementation beyond mechanical use to deeper inquiry methods, and
promote site-based leadership, but it ended in 2001, with questionable suc-
cess and at a time when professional development opportunities in science
seem most precious.

Analysis
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Quality and quantity of professional development for teachers and princi-
pals remain a challenge, particularly  with external relationships—with a
nearby state university, local science organizations, and industries—being
somewhat sporadic and modest. It is not clear how the elementary science
program will cope without future external funding.

FACTORS THAT PERTAIN TO THE WHOLE SCIENCE PROGRAM

Perception:
Placing Stock in Reputation
Hudson very much identifies with the science program and its recognition.
Anecdotes told about the program (e.g., the 96 percent of students who
chose science as an elective in middle school) reveals the pride district
administrators and teachers have in the program and the recognition it has
garnered. Such anecdotes serve as evidence that the program has become an
important part of the district identity.

The national recognition of the program, while instilling great pride in lead-
ers, also raises a challenge for the program. In the absence of mechanisms
for knowing the actual classroom practice with regard to the science pro-
gram, Hudson finds itself in a situation where the perceptions of the
program can vary greatly from that program’s actual status. Though touted
as a model program in the field, this study revealed evidence that the actual
instruction is highly variable and, in fact, doesn’t even take place in some
classrooms due to competition for time and priority that comes from litera-
cy and mathematics. This leaves Hudson in a situation in which decisions
about the program are made based on program leaders’ perceptions of the
program, not on data about what is actually happening. Thus, those decisions
may or may not appropriately address program and participants’ needs.

SUMMARY
As is true with most school programs, no single circumstance wholly shapes
success or failure. In Hudson, one of the longest lived programs in this
study, success has come over time, and has been the result of stability, ded-
icated leadership, and a commitment to shared ideals. Hudson’s science
program has long been institutionalized as a valued part of the core cur-
riculum in the district, and its existence does not seem threatened by any
pending crisis. Nonetheless, it is not clear that implementation in Hudson is
any more widespread than in other districts of the study. There exists in
Hudson, as elsewhere, state test-driven pressure on teachers and principals
to worry first about literacy and math, often stealing time, attention, and pri-
orities away from science. Thus, the breadth and quality of science
classroom practices in the future might well be affected by recent changes in
leadership, impending retirements of long-term staff, literacy and math chal-
lenges to science for attention and resources, and ongoing professional
development needs at a time when external funding is ending.
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